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NEW MEXICO AND THE SACK OF ROME:
ONE HUNDRED YEARS LATER

By ELEANOR B. ADAMS AND JOHN E. LONGHURST *
of the European national state
W systemtheindevelopment
the early sixteenth century, ambitious secular
ITH

rulers waged a successful contest with the Catholic' Church
for poljtical supremacy within their own borders. National
independence of control from Rome was achieved in England
by a direct break under Henry VIII. In nominally Catholic
France, the Gallican Church was under control of'the monarch. The rulers of Catholic Spain and its vast overseas
empire displayed true fervor in the defense and propagation
of the Faith, but this did not prevent them from being extremely jealous of their authority and privileges in the management of Church affairs.
The Roman Church did not abdicate its claim to political
power without a struggle, and the conflict between the claims
of State and Church continued to rage for many years. Although the Spanish monarchs professed undying loyalty to
Rome, they would tolerate no ~nterference by the Pope with
their political ambitions. This was spectacularly demonstrated in 1527 when Emperor Charles V, angry at the
attempts of Pope Clement VII to force Charles from Italy,
permitted his troops under the Duke of Bourbon to sack the
city of Rome with a ferocity unequaled since the days of the
barbarian invasions.
This humiliation of the papacy at the hands of a secular
• Miss Adams is Research Associate in History, University of New Mexico.
Dr. Longhurst is Assistant Professor of History, Department of History, University
of New Mexico.
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prince revealed to Europe the. hollowness of Church claims
to universal jurisdiction over high and low alike. Nor was its
significance appreciated only in the Old World. A century
after the sack of Rome, a Spanish governor in New Mexico
cited Charles V's attack on the Holy City as a proper example
to follow against a clergy which questioned the supremacy
of State over Church.
The Church-State struggle which precipitated the sack
of Rome was repeated in the New World empire carved out
by the Spanish conquerors. All over the American continents
the Church played an important political role, and its claims
to authority frequently conflicted with the ambitions of those
who represented secular interests. In the northern outpost
of New Mexico, conflict between Church and State was an
almost constant factor in provincial life from the earliest
days of the colonial period. Hopeful explorers and adventurers were soon disillusioned about the rumors of the golden
cities to be found in the north~ When they returned, however,
with reports of a large native population, ripe for 'conversion, the Spanish Crown felt obliged to maintain the unproductive frontier region chiefly for the sake of missionary
enterprise. The Franciscan Order, entrusted with the task
of saving souls in New Mexico, naturally felt that their work
greatly outweighed in importance any secular aims which
threatened to interfere with their spiritual labors.
On the other hand, settlers and provincial officials were
unwilling to accept the complete domination of the clergy in
provincial affairs. They were determined to 'exploit what
resources there were, and the Indian population as a potentiallabor force was the greatest of these.
Such conflicting aims often led to irreconcilable differences, not only over matters of Indian policy, but also over
the related question of who held authority in provincial affairs. Many of the leaders of both sides were stubborn,
hotheaded men, tenacious in their opinions and unable to
compromise, and so in the seventeenth century a bitter
struggle, with only short intervals of 'comparative agreement, went on until the native population took the upper
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hand and drove all the Spaniards; clergy and laymen alike,
from New Mexico in the Pueblo Revolt of 1680.
During the early days of the Church-State struggle in
the province, perhaps the most articulate proponent of secular control of New Mexico affairs was Don Juan de Eulate,
who became governor at the end of 1618. Eulate was a newcomer to America when he began to serve as a representative
of the Spanish Crown in one of the most remote outposts
of the Spanish Empire. He had seen service in Flanders and
is said to have distinguished himself at the siege of Ostend,
before coming to New Spain as a captain of artillery in the
1617 fleet.! This ambitious, irreverent professional soldier
held a very exalted notion of his importance and authority
as the King's governor, and as a result of his anti-clerical
regalism, his term of office in New Mexico from 1618 to
1625 was one of the most bitter and shocking phases of the
Church-State controversy there. In Church and State in New
Mexico, 1610-1650,2 F. V. Scholes has related the story' of
Eulate's acrimonious dispute with Fray Esteban de Perea,
who was a worthy opponent of the governor in upholding
the authority of the Church. It is not necessary to'repeat this
story here. What we wish to emphasize is that the situation
in New Mexico was but one phase of it long conflict which
caused such disasters as the sack of Rome, and that it is of
interest to find that both the conflict and the story of the
sack extended to the outermost fringes of the Spanish Empire in America.
Eulate soon ,became a vociferous spokesman for the anticlerical element in New Mexico., He made no secret of his
opinions on the subject and exercised considerable influence
over the thinking of his supporters, who numbered both soldiers and settlers. Nor did he hesitate to acquaint the clergy
with his views; on one occasion he furiously lectured Fray
Pedro de Haro on the subject of Church-State relations:
. 1. Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla, (hereinafter cited as AGI) Contadurfa,
leg. 720.
2. Historical Society of New Mexico, Publications in Hist<>ry, vol. 7 (June, 1937),
Albuquerque. First published in the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL RElVIEW, vol. 11 (nos.
1-4, 1936), vol. 12 (no. 1, 1937).
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About a year .ago [1620], he [Fray Pedro de Haro] heard Governor
Don Juan de Eulate say that the prelate of this land and its churches
had no jurisdiction whatsoever over any layman, but only the governor
[has jurisdiction over them]; and that the lord archbishop in Mexico
had no jurisdiction over any layman and that if he wished to punish
or seize anyone, the Royal Audiencia immediately took the culprit away
from him. And he said this with scorn for the Church and ecclesiastical
persons. And on many occasions when he speaks scornfully of the
Church and ecclesiastics, he speaks with such great contempt and scorn
of the ecclesiastics that it seems that he wants to abase them and lay
them low. In a certain conversation in which the said Governor Don
Juan de Eulate and this witness took part, there was a discussion
about the authority of His Holiness. The governor said that if the
Pope gave him one command and the King gave him another, he would
obey the King alone and not the Pope. And when this witness replied
that if His Holiness' command was just and Catholic, it must be obeyed,
the said goverrior replied with great anger, and his choler making him
look like a demon, that in spite of everything he had no obligation to
obey anyone but the King. . . . He has heard some persons say, and
he even thinks he has heard the governor say that el Rey e8 8U gallo,3
and this in contradiction of the authority of the Pope and of the Church
when ecclesiastical authority is under discussion. 4

Eulate's chief adversary was Fray Esteban de Perea,
prelate of the Franciscans in New Mexico during the first
years of this governor's term of office. Perea was little impressed by the exaggerated claims of the soldier..;governor,
but Eulate's behavior, which was undermining respect for
the Church, aroused his anger and spurred him to open resistance. Under Eulate's influence, he complained, the settlers of New Mexico
say that the secular state, especially that of war, which is their life
here, is more perfect than the religious state, especially that of the
3. This. cynical phrase comes from the Spanish saying Buen gaUD Ie canto: A
good (or well-omened) . cock crowed for him. This was said of a person who attained
good fortune by the favor and help of another, and he referred to his benefactor as
his gallo (cock). Hence the catch phrase, El Rey es mi gallo. Hereafter we shaH
translate this as uThe' Kfng is my patron. u Maestro Gonzalo Carreas, Vocabulario de
refranses y fras'.s proverbiales y ot~as f6Tmulas communes de la lengua castellana . .• ,
Madrid, 1924. Correas was professor of Greek and Hebrew at the University of
Salamanca in the first third of the seventeenth century and published a number of
works on the Spanish language, but this Vocabulario remained in manuscript at h~s
death;
4. Testiinony of Fr~YPedro Haro de la Cuev..; Sandia, August 22, 1621, in
Ynformacion contra D. Juan de Euiate • • . hecha por Fr. Esteban de Perea, juez
'ordinario, Archivo General de la Naci6n, Mexico, (hereinafter cited as AGM) Inquisici6n, Torno 356.
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friars, who are the only clergy here. Others say in scorn of the authority the Church has over all the faithful, "The King is my patron,"
meaning that they have to obey only the King and not the, Church. 5
In the same scornful way others say that the governor [Eulate] is
their patron.... There are those who say and affirm that there cannot
be two heads here, ecclesiastical and secular, for it would be a monstrosity, but only one, who is the governor ,who stands in the King's
place, because there is no church or prelate or head of the Church;
along with other propositions offensive to pious ears, suspect, and
scandalous. 6

By 1623, Fray Esteban de Perea was more than ever
anxious for the backing of superior authority in his battle
against Eulate and all he stood for. In a letter to the Holy
Office, dated at Sandia on August 14,,1623, he requested
permission to go to Mexico City to give evidence about conditions in New Mexico and stated his view of his differences
with Governor Eulate in no uncertain terms. He complained
that "this Antichrist" was responsible for the wretched state
of affairs in the province
because he persists in holding the things of God and His Holy Faith
up to scorn in both words and deed. . . . I receive reports to this
effect momentarily, and I fear that if this land did not belong to so
Catholic a King and Lord, we should be very open to reproach in the
integrity of the Faith. He has so little respect for God or prelate,
being of the opinion that the King is above everYthing and instilling
this belief in the simple minded populace', especially four or five soldiers of his own stamp, wicked men who' are under sentence, who support him and approve everything he says and does because they have,
need of him, that with their help he'is oppressing this very new plant
of the Church and its prelate and friars so that there is no way of
resisting him because of, his overweening arr~gance and the concept
that the King is above everything. When anyone discusses the Church
and its authority with him, in an attempt to correct his sins and reform
5. One of Eulate's captains echoed the governor on this point. Testifying at
Santo Domingo before Fray Alonso de Benavides, commissary of the Holy Office in
New Mexico, on June 12, 1626, Fray Jer6nimo de Zarate Salmeron reported that some
years before he had taken part in a conversation at Isleta, during which Captain
Juan Gomez "made the affirmation that in this land the King was more than the
Pope. This was heard by Father Fray Juan de Salas, guardian of the said convent,
Captain Alons~ Ram'irez de Vargas and his wife, Captain Juan Lopez Mederos and
~is wife, Juan Lujan, Captain Domingo Gonzalez, and this witness, for they were
present. And when this witness heard this proposition from the said Captain Juan
G6mez, he reproved him for it, saying that the son was not more than the father;
that the King wrote to the Pontiff addressing him as Our Most Holy Father, and
the Pontiff wrote to the King as Our Son King Philip." AGM, Inquisici6n, Tomo 356.
6. Ynjormacion contra D. Juan de Eulate.
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him, or to oppose them, they are usually confounded by the reply that
the prelate is not qualified to go into such matters with him. He says
that he treats him as one who has business with his governor and not
as a prelate, for the governor considers himself superior in both
spiritual and temporal matters. 7

Sometime between 1622 and 1625, Governor Eulate was
excommunicated by Vice-Custos Fray Ascencio de Zarate.
We know little of the circumstances, but obviously the governor was not greatly humbled in spirit by the powerful
manifestation of ecclesiastical displeasure. When one of his
captains persuaded Father Zarate to absolve Eulate, the latter at first refused to go to the friar, insisting that it was the
priest's place to come to the representative of the King. It
was only after considerable persuasion that Eulate consented
to visit Fray Ascencio and receive absolution. 8
After Eulate's stormy term as governor ended, Fray
Alonso de Benavides, commissary for the Inquisition in New
Mexico, took a number of depositions about his conduct for
transmission to the tribunal of the Holy Office in Mexico
City. Benavides forwarded them to his superiors with the
following comment:
The enclosed denunciations against Don Juan de Eulate seem to me
to be most important, for according to what is said and his evil and
scandalous reputation, one would never finish writing it. The outstanding characteristic of this man's conversation is that he always brings
in, whether it is relevant or irrelevant, the downfall of bishops and
ecclesiastical persons, for he seems to have purposely studied all histories for this evil end, glorying in relating them among this ignorant
Spanish population here, and as a result they get a bad impression of
ecclesiastical persons. . . .9

Among the histories Eulate had read "for this evil end"
was an account of the sack of Rome in 1527. The Duke of
Bourbon, who led the forces of Charles V in the assault on
the Holy City, did just what Eulate would have done under
the same circumstances. Eulate was first and last a supporter of royal authority, which, in his eyes, was superior
7. AGM. Inquisici6n, Torno 345.
8. Testimony of Captain Juan de Vitoria Carbajal, Santa Fe, May 29, 1626. AGM,
Inquisici6n, Torno 856.
9. Fray Alonso de Benavides to the Holy Office, New Mexico, June 29, 1626. AGM,
Inquisici6n, Torno 356.
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to any other, including that of the Church. In the sack of
Rome he .saw clear-cut justification of his own position in
regard to the Church-State controversy in New Mexico. An
unsigned statement made on August 31, 1626, gives the following account of a conversation in which Eulate took part
when he was on his way to Mexico City:
'On Monday, the ·thirty-first day of August of the year 1626, at
about four o'clock in the afternoon in the pueblo of Alamillo near the
Rio del Norte in these provinces of New Mexico, the following persons
were seated iIi the shade of a house: Father Fray Esteban de Perea,
Father Fray Jeronimo de Zarate, don Juan de Eulate, who had just
finished his term of office as governor of the aforesaid provinces, Captain Francisco Perez Granillo, Captain Diego de la Cruz, Captain
Tomas de Albizu, and I. We were all conversing, discussing the power
of the King and the scope. of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, especially the
authority held by the prelates of this land and whether they can or
cannot punish the governors of this land when they commit irreverences or sins against the Church. Fray Esteban de Perea was defending their right to do so, because the Church had authority for
everything, and he cited a text: Spiritualis homo judicat omnia; Don
Juan de Eulate replied and said, '1 do not know where there is any
law that permits them to punish one of his Majesty's ministers. I only
know that the King is my patron.' Therefore Fray Esteban de Perea
said to him, 'Because of those words and others like them, the soldiers
are beginning to repeat them and such unbridled statements as: 'The
King is my patron whatever happens.' Don Juan de Eulate replied to
this, '1 say so and 1 say it again, and 1 say that if my lord the King
should order me to do what Bourbon did, 1 would do it.' Father Fray
Esteban de Perea asked him, 'What did Bourbon do?' Don Juan de
Eulate replied, 'When the Emperor Charles V sent him to sack Rome,
he went and he sacked it; and so 1 say that whatever happens 1 must
do whatever the King may order me, wrong or right. Let him judge
his orders tome, for 1 am obliged to obey him.' Father Fray Esteban
de Perea replied to these words, 'Look, your lordship, those are
heretical propositions, and they are matters that will have to come
out publicly in Mexico City.' And he replied, 'These things never come
out in public, for here they lurk in corners.'
When they had mounted to overtake the wagons, Captain Diego ·de
la Cruz asked, 'Sir, what could the outcome of this league against the
Pope have been?' And Don Juan replied, 'That must be concluded by
now, and if the King had sent me on that expedition as captain general, 1 would have gone willingly, even against the Pope.' And since
this· conversation was becoming more impassioned with every word,
. Father Fray Esteban de Perea left it at that without discussing the
subject any further. 1 related this incident to Father Fray Alonso
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de Benavides, commissary of the Holy Office, who told me that he
did not take action as he could because of the inconvenience involved,
but that! should set down in writing the details of what had happened
against the time when it might be necessary to make a statement. lO

On September 8, 1626, Benavides summarized this episode in a letter to the Holy Office, and said that he had not
instituted proceedings b~ause his secretary. was not present
and because all the witnesses were going to Mexico City and
could make their statements there.n But if the Tribunal of
the Inquisition in Mexico took action against Don Juan de
Eulate, the records have disappeared. A few years after
these events, in the early 1630's, he was governor of Margarita, where he appears to have found an outlet for his
fervor in behalf of his King in vigorous efforts to expel
heretical Dutch and English intruders from the island of
Trinidad nearby.12 Like the Duke of Bourbon a century
before, he might lay a heavy hand on the Church in the interest of his royal master, but he was no friend to heretics.

10.
11.
12.

AGM, Inquisici6n, Torno 356.
AGM, Inquisici6n, Torno 356.
AGI. Audiencia de Santo Domingo, leg. 180.

NEW MEXICO DURING THE CIVIL WAR
By WILLIAM I. WALDRIP

(Continued)
III Union Successes
OON after General Sibley had decided upon a course of
action, the Confederates acted quickly, and began their
trek to the North. When the Texans reached Socorro on February 22, the militia stationed there surrendered almost immediately.1 The townspeople were accused of disloyalty, and
complaints were also raised against the native troops who
deserted as the enemy approached. 2 Continuing on to Albuquerque, the Texans, entered the town on the second of
March.
The Federals, knowing of the Confederate approach,
had given away and burned much of their military supplies
just prior to the entrance of the enemy. Fear of destr:oying
private homes by fire, however, kept the destruction from
being compiete. 3 , The townspeople in " ... their insatiable
desire for plunder ..." frightened the Quartermaster into
leaving much property undamaged. 4 The Confederates descended upon these stores voraciously. Over si,x million dollars worth was seized, and then foolishly destroyed. One of
the troops, who saw no' purpose in such destruction, opined
it occurred" " . because our men were getting drunk on
the whiskey and our commander had never been sober, ... "5
On the thirteenth of March the Texans issued a proclamation which granted amnesty to all who would quit the Fed, eral service in ten days. 6 This was designed to weaken further the allegiance of the natives.
Governor Connelly complained of the conduct of the invaders when he wrote:

S

L. R., Micro. No. 171. Santa Fe Gazette, April 26, 1862.
O. R., I, 9 :605. MajOT Charles E. Wesche Report, April 25, 1862.
3. L .. R.. loco cit.
.
4. O. R., I. 9 :528. Enos to 'Donaldson, March 11, 1862.
5. Noel, op. cit.• p. 61. (Noel himself was a teetotaler, p. 40.)
6. ,L. R .• Micro. No. 171. Santa Fe Gazette, April 26, 1862.

1.
2.
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I am sorry to say that the Texans have not behaved
with the moderation that was expected, and that desolation
has marked their progress on the Rio Grande from Craig to
Bernalillo. Exactions and confiscations are of daily occurrence, and the larger portion of those who have anything to
give or to lose are here [Las Vegas] on this frontier, seeking
a refuge from their rapacity, and have left their houses and
contents a prey to the invaders. 7

This ruthlessness which may have been forced by necessitywas later to prove a serious handicap when the tables
were turned.
Continuing on to Santa Fe, the Confederates resumed
their burning and destruction, and soon again were short of
supplies. s At the same time ex-Surveyor General William
Pelham was appointed Territorial Governor at Santa Fe by
the Confederates, and everyone was required to swear allegiance on penalty of loss of property.9
With the Texans making such rapid progress, Canby
again pleaded for more troops.10 This time Secretary of War
Stanton ordered Major-General Henry W.Halleck, at that
time the ranking officer in the West, to "re-enforce Canby
by all means. We have felt great anxiety about him."ll Halleck-immediately suggested sending 4,000 to 5,000 men and
raising Canby to the rank of Brigadier-GeneraJ.12 He added,
"I know General Canby well. He is one of the best officers
in the service."13 Washington was at last becoming aware
of the conflict in New Mexico.
While Canby was pleading for additional troops, the
Confederates were having their troubles. Although Union
military leaders complained of the disloyalty and apathy of
the natives, the Texans were equally dismayed. Not only
were their stores in short supply, but they began to realize
that their ruthless policy of confiscation had left them
" ... in the midst of a population of 80,000 souls possessing
7. O. R., I, 9 :651. Connelly to Seward, March 23, 1862.
8. Noel, op. cit., p. 62.
9. L. R., Micro. No. 175. Arny to General (1), March 19, 1862.
10. O. R., I, 8 :627. Halleck to StantOn, :r.i;'rch 20, 1862.
11. Ibid., I, 8 :628. Stanton to Halleck, March 20, 1862.
12. Ibid., I, 8 :629. Halleck to Stanton, March 21, 1862.
13. Ibid., I, 8 :633. Halleck to Stanton, March 23, 1862.
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no very friendly spirit toward us. . . ." Internal command
problems were also causing concern.
. . . a spirit of insubordination and prejudice against
General Sibley, which appears· to have been aggravated by
the fact that General Sibley was sick during the battle near
Fort Craig (as he had been for some days previous) and did
not command on the occasion-a prejudice that goes so.far
as to accuse him of a deliberate plan to deliver his command
into the hands of our enemies.l 4

Although Pelham was established as Governor of the
Territory in' Santa Fe, Major Pyron was in command of the
Confederate troops. Sibley had originally sent men to Santa
Fe because Federal reinforcements from Colorado were reported at Fort Union. The capital was held by the South
for about a month, and many friendly to the Confederacy
were released from "durance."15 The prestige to be derived
from the capture of the enemy capital was probably an additional motive for its. seizure.
With Arizona and southern New Mexico under almost
complete control, and the principal towns and the capital
subjugated as well, the Confederate campaign had reached
its apex. The position of the Texans was precarious however.
With ,supplies running low, with the population indifferent
. to their welfare, if not actually hostile, the invaders could
not remain idle. Too, Fort Craig to the south was manned
by a strong force which cut them off from EI Paso, and to the
northeast was the menace of Fort Union.
In answer to the pleas from New Mexico, volunteer
troops were sent to Fort Union by the Governor of Colorado. 16 The journey was made over difficult terrain and in
inclement weather. Such was' the urgency of the call that
over 400 miles were covered in only thirteen days,17 AI14. Ibid., T, 3 :793. Steele to Cooper, March 7, 1862.
15. Ibid., I, 9:509. Sibley Report, May 4, 186.2. F. S. Donnell in' his "When Las
Vegas Was the Capital of New Mexico," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 8 :265,
October, 1933, recalls that the Union government was removed to Las Vegas at this
time for

a short

period.

16. Hayes, op. cit., p. 164. Governor Gilpin organized the troops from among
the citizens of Colorado, and appointed John P. Slough, a lawyer and "War Demo-

crat," as Colonel.
17. Congressional Globe,

rado, May 8, 1862.

37th Congress. 2nd Session. p. 2026. Bennett of Colo-
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though the additional men were welcomed, a controversy
soon arose over command and strategy. Colonel J. P. Slough,
leader of the Coloradoans, finding that Colonel G. R. Paul
" ... had completed the preliminary arrangements ... by
seniority of volunteer commission . . . claimed the command ...."18
Colonel G. R. Paul, irked ·at being placed in a secondary
position, angrily informed Washington of the action taken
by Slough, and asked for the rank of Brigadier-GeneraJ.19
At the same time he complained that Slough plaI).ned to leave
Fort Union and meet Canby en route, although he (Slough)
had been ordered to remain within the fort. Paul crossly
added that "my object in this communication is to throw
the responsibility of any disaster which may occur on the
right shoulders." 20
Canby, a more cautious strategist, attempted to restrain
the daring Slough by reminding him that the entire effort
was intended to defeat " . . . the Confederates in such a
way that an invasion of this Territory will never again be
attempted."21 Canby, however, did decide to leave Fort Craig
for Albuquerque, although he termed the action of Slough
as "premature" and " ... at variance with my instruction
...."22 In rebuttal Slough, either intentionally or unintentionally misinterpreting his orders, declared that " ... the
instructions of Colonel Canby are not only' to protect Fort
Union, but to harass the enemy." 23. So with 1,300 soldiers,
he started toward Apache Canyon where he had heard that
the enemy had 1,000 troops prepared for battle. 24
Although the ensuing encounter was the turning point of
the entire campaign, neither of the commanding generals
participated. Canby was en route from Fort Craig, while
Sibley was engaged in other pursuits. The barber who
shaved Sibley on the critical morning of the 28th of February reported that the Southern leader was twenty miles .
18. O. R., I, 9:534. Slough to Wash. Hq., March 30, 1862.
19. Ibid., I, 9:646. Paul to Wash. Hq., March 11, 1862.
2J1.. lJ>id... J•..9 :652.. paul to Wash. Hq., .March 24._1862.
21. Ibid., I, 9 :649. Canby to Slough, March 18, 1862.
22. Ibid.• I, 9 :658. Canby to Wash. Hq., March 31, 1862.
23. Ibid.• I, 9:654. Slough to Paul, March 22, 1862.
24. Ibid., I, 9 :533. Slough to Canby, March 29, 1862.
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away, and" ... seems to have been supplied (perhaps for
medicinal purposes!) with whiskey."25
The engagement between the contending forces, Slough
leading the Union, and Colonel W. R. Scurry in charge of the
Texans, took place between Las Vegas and Santa Fe. The
actual fighting occurred at La Glorieta, a pass at the southern end of the Sangre de Cristo range of mountains. This
gap is a few miles long with narrow apertures at either end
which widen out to about a fourth of a mile at the center. 26
The western part of the pass is known as Apache Canyon. 27
The .beautiful growth of cottonwoods and pines which covered the mountains at this point gave the area its name,
and later the entire pass was thus designated. 28
On March 26, the opening struggle began when a detachment under Major John M. Chivington entered Apache
Canyon and met the Confederates, under Major Pyron, who
were already established there. Althollgh Chivington
claimed a slight victory, only a few hundred troops were involved. The Texans retreated, but as night was falling, the
Federals returned to Pigeon's ranch instead of pursuing the
foe. 29 Ban~roft deemed this engagement a Union victorY,30
which it was, although a small one.
The twenty-seventh saw no action, but on the twentyeighth, the fighting was renewed. The region in which the
fighting occurred made ordinary tactics difficult, and Slough,
who now assumed command, termed ". ; . the engagement
of the bushwacking kinq.."31 The fighting lasted over five
hours, and the Union leader considered it " . . . defensive
from its begimiing to its end· . . ." as the enemy was met
unexpectedly.32 Colonel Scurry,. however, regarded this as
" . .. . another victory . . . added to the long list of Con25. Hayes, op. cit., p. 169. Noel, op. cit., p. 62, said "The Commanding General
J

of our forces was an old army officer, whose love for liquor exceeded that for home.
country or God."
J. F. Santee, "The Battle of Glorieta Pass," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW,
January,
27. Ibid.• p.
Whitford. op. cit., P.
O. R., t,
Chivington to Canby, March
Bancroft, op. cit., p.
O. R., I,
Slough to Canby, March
32. Ibid., t,
Slough to Canby, March
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federate triumphs." The Texans claimed that the fleeing
Union forces were followed until exhaustion demanded that
the pursuit be terminated. The Texas leader found time
for recrimination, when he accused the Federals of having
fired upon a chaplain, who was caring for the wounded, and
who had presumed he was immune from attack because of
the white flag which he was carrying. 33
Regardless of the Confederate claims and charges~ a
successful coup by the Federals did much to bring about the
Confederate retreat which followed. Colonel Chivington,
who had been detached early in the morning, circled to the
rear of the Texans, found their supply train, and burned
the same. The Colonel found time to praise Collins, " . . .
in some way connected with Indian affairs in this Territory,
. . ." who acted as guide and interpreter, and who impressed Chivington with his good sense and bravery.34
Apparently Major William H. Lewis of the Union Army
was an important factor in this action, but never received
the proper recognition. The Rio Abajo Weekly Press
claimed that Lewis actually led the attack, and was forced
to spend two hours in persuading Chivington to proceed. 35
Lewis was not promoted for this action although it had
much to do with the. eventual retreat of the Texans from
New Mexico. This led Meline to observe sarcastically that
this "served him right for not being on duty in some comfortable, quiet place."36
Both sides claimed a major success. However, one Confederate soldier grandiloquently described the retreat from
Glorieta as "every man for himself, nothing on the order of
things. The retreat of Napoleon from Moscow would be
about the only parallel in history."37 Another less sanguine
Confederate trooper felt that "if it had not been for those
33. Ibid., I, 9 :541-2. Scurry Report, March 30, 1862.
34. Ibid., I, 9 :539. Chivington Report, March 28, 1862. Collins was Buperintendent
of Indian Affairs. Department of New Mexico.
35. Rio Abajo Weekly PTess, March 8, 1864. Chivington, an ex-Methodist elder,
was later cqnd_emned by a Joint Military Commission .for the Indian _Massacre Bt
Sand Creek, Colorado, in 1864, Santa Fe Gazette, October 7. 1865.
James F. Meline, Two Thousand Miles on HOTseback (New York: The
Catholic Publication Society, 1873), p. 116.
37. Noel, op. cit., p. 60.

36.
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devils from Pike's Peak, this country would have been ours
, . . ."38 This testimony seemed to bear up the contention
of Governor Gilpin of Colorado who insisted that his troops
were the real victors, and started the Texans on the way
out of New Mexico. 39 Governor Connelly, however, complained that a more smashing victory could have been
achieved if a more aggressive pursuit had been carried out. 40
Later critics of the action at Glorieta emphasize the importance of the rear attack on the Confederate supply wag·ons
as the primary cause for the retreat and eventual evacuation of New Mexico. Twitchell believed that the rear attack
made it " ... impossible for the Confederates to continue
their offensive operations," 41 while Coan thought that it
prevented any plan for attacking Fort Union. 42 Bancroft
also felt that the Confederates retreated (even though they
had an apparent victory) because of the operations of the
men under Chivington. 43
As the Texans hastened from the Territory in small
groups,44 there were words of praise for some of the enemy.
Mrs. Canby, the sister of General Sibley, was lauded by one
of the Confederate troops for her aid to the wounded, and
was declared" . . . a sympathiser [sic] with the south, .
. ." The same soldier also called Canby 4imself ". . . one
of the noblest men that ever served in any army." 45 Another
claimed that" . . . Mrs. Camby [Canby] captured more
hearts of Confederate soldiers than the old general ever
captured Confederate bodies." 46 .
The Confederate retreat down .the Rio Grande was not
completed without some minor military action. Canby had
come from Fort Craig (hastened by the action of Slough),
and had met Paul and Slough thirty miles east of Albuquer38. Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican History, II, 380-1, note 303.
39. Holliste;, op. cit., Pp. 126-7.
40. O. R .• I. 9 :660. Connelly to Seward, April 6, 1862.
. 41. Twitchell, op. cit., II, 385.
42. Coan, oj,. cit., p. 212.
43. Bancroft. op. cit., PP. 696-7.
44. L. R., Micro No. 171. Collins to Dole, April 26, 1862.
45.
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que. 47 . Canby demonstrated against Albuquerque. as he said,
to draw the Confederates away from Santa Fe,48 but the
townspeople suffered more than the Texans, so this maneuver .was halted. 49
Sibley retreated south to Peralta, where the Union troops
followed, and desultory firing by both sides was engaged
in. 50 It was reported that the Texans became incensed at
their leaders, and allegedly threatened to shoot Colonel
Scurry, who had led them at Glorieta. 51 During the night
of April 13, 1862, the Confederates slipped away, and resumed their flight south. The Union troops pursued, 52 but
apparently without much enthusiasm. Colonel Roberts had
desired to attack the Confederate position in the morning,
but Canby had opposed this. He wished to drive them from
the country without more killing on either side. Mills agreed
that" . . . perhaps he was wise" in doing SO.53
Sibley, continuing south, decided to by-pass Fort Craig
and thus avoid any further military action with which it
would be difficult to cope. At the same time a different route
would mystify the enemy.54 The Confederates reached the
river near Fort Thorn (near where Rincon now is) and
from there on suffered many more hardships. Noel, who
traveled the entire distance related that
, . , we walked and staggered along like the reeling, hungry,
thirsty wretches that we were, with no head, nobody to
direct or command, with the bloodthirsty Dog Canyon Apache
Indian following in· our wake and scalping the poor unfortunate boys whose blistered feet and enfeebled frame made
it· impossible .fo~ them to march farther.

En route to San Antonio the Indians who allegedly had been
friendly to Sibley. on his way west were now the reverse.
Kit Carson was supposedly the instigator of their terroristic
acts, which included the filling of the few available wells
47.
48.

49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Mills, op. cit., p. 59.
O. R., I, 9 :550. Canby to Wash. Hq., April 11, 1862.
L. R., Micro. No. 171. Santa Fe Gazette, April 26, 1862.
O. R., I, 9 :510. Sibley Report, May 4, 1862.
L. R., 'Micro.
171. Santa Fe Gazette, April 26: 1862.
O. R., I, 9 :551. Canby Report, April 23, ·1862.
Mills, op. cit., p. 60.
O. R., I, 9 :511. Sibley Report, May 4, 1862.
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with dead sheep.55 In contrast to the account by Noel another Confederate soldier reported only a few deaths on this,
march south and noted that the pursuit was not close. 56
The Texans, although somewhat reduced in number, had
managed to leave the territory. Canby was criticized' for
this. Bancroft mentioned that he was accused of not wishing to kill old associates (Sibley was his brother-in-law),
of jealousy toward the volunteers (he complained continually about them), and even of cowardice.57 Nevertheless,
the enemy had left, and many lives had been spared. The
lack of food and supplies was an important deterrent to a
more aggressive policy. Canby had complained on numerous occasions about the lack of sustenance available to him.
The floods in the southern part of the territory slowed Union
action. 58 Meanwhile, the Colorado troops, who had played
such an important role, left for home because of this same
lack of food. 59
Despite the Coloradoans leaving, the request for additional Federal troops was reduced from five regiments' to
two, as it was not thought possible to' provi'de for more.
Since the threat of another attack was believed unlikely,60
Canby now set about reorganizing his military forces.
Colonel B. S. Roberts was placed in command of theCentral, Northern and Santa Fe Districts, and Colonels Paul
and Chivington were each given columns to direct. 61 Slough
had resigned. 62 The civil government also came to life again.
Governor Connelly returned to Santa Fe and found that no
one had taken his place. The Gazette noted that "the only
memento they [the Texans] had left for our· worthy Chief
Magistrate was some of Sibley's proclamation's [sic] and
empty champagne bottles."63 Connelly did complain, how55. Noel, op. cit.• pp. 63-4.
56. Bloom, op. cit., p. 323; Wright to Greer, September 7, 1927.
57. Bancroft, op. cit., p'. 698.
58. O. R., I, 9:676. Canby to Wash. Hq.,' June 21, 1862.
59. Hollister, op. cit., p'. 126.
60. O. R., I, 9:669-70. Canby to Wash. Hq., June 21, 1862.
61. Ibid., I, 9:66.4. General Order No. 80, April 16, 1862.
62. Santee, op. cit.• p. 75. 'TwitchelI; The Leading Facts of New Mexican History, II, 885, note 309, says that Slough resigned in disgust because he ";as not
allowed to pursue the Confederates.
'
63. L. R., Micro. No.
Santa Fe Gazette, April
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ever, that the Texans had damaged his home south of Albuquerque (at Peralta) to the extent of thirty thousand dollars- " . . . much of this through a pure vandalistil;
spirit." 64
As the loyal forces in New Mexico were getting their
house in order, General Sibley had a few parting shots ready
for New Mexico. He believed that
. . . except for its political position, the Territory of New
Mexico is not worth a quarter of the blood and treasure expended in its conquest. . . . The indispensible element, food,
cannot be relied on.

He commented further on the difficulties of another attempt,
saying" . . . sir, I cannot speak encouragingly for the future, my troops having manifested a dogged, irreconcilable
detestation of the country and the people."65
Accounts vary on the number of Texans who were able
to return to the south. Mills believed that only 1,500 of the
4,000 ever got back to Texas,66 while Roberts, a subordinate
of Canby, said only 1,200 of the 3,000 returned and that the
rest were facing complete annihilation. 67 A participant related that less than half who left San Antonio ever got
back, " . . . and the larger half of those who did lived a life
of suffering because of their extreme hardships in this campaign."68
The campaign had been a difficult one for both sides.
The Union forces, however, were to receive unexpected aid
in the struggle. As early as July, 1861, troops were raised
in California to protect the Overland Mail Route to the
East,69 but "treason stalked abroad" in the southern part
of the state, and General James H. Carleton (then a Colonel
of the 1st California Volunteer Infantry) was sent in that
direction. 70 The Federal government also had prepared a
o. R., T, 9 :672. Connelly to Seward, May 17, 1862.
Ibid., T, 9 :511-12. Sibley Report, May 4, 1862.
66. Mills, op. cit., p. 73.
67. O. R., T, 9 :666. Roberts to Wash. Hq., April 23, 1862.
68. Noel, op. cit., p. 69.
69. Ray Allan -Billington, with the collaboration of J ames Blaine Hedges, Westward Ezpa1t8ion (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1949), pp. 635-6.
70. O. R., T, 9 :594. McNulty Report, October, 1863.
64.

65.
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plan for an army to be raised on the coastY However, when
Captain Hunter of the Confederate Army occupied Tucson
with a few hundred men,72 the Commanding Officer of the
Pacific instructed Carlton to go forward with the object of
retaking". . . all of our forts in Arizona and New Mexico,
driving the rebel forces out of that country or capturing
them .... "73 The California column thus began its arduous
march across the desert with the double purpose of preventing an invasion· of the coast, and at the same time aiding
the Federal Government. The difficulties encountered were
"almost insurmountable." 74
Early in May the California militia began its journey
from Fort Yuma with over 2,000 troops,75 but moved slowly
because of the shortage of water. 76 The first important stop
was Tucson, Arizona, which was occupied on May 20, 1862.
"without firing a shot."77 In the face of superior numbers.
the Confederates, who had boasted that "the entire population" was southern in sentiment,78 retreated from this advanced outpost, while those private citizens who were
sympathetic to the South geparted for Mexico. 79
From Tucson Carleton sent word to.Canby that he was
enroute, but two of the three messengers were killed by
Apaches, and the third was captured by the Confederates..
Expressman John Jones, although captured, was' able to get
his message through. The knowledge that an additional
enemy 'was so near hurried the Confederate preparations
for departure from New Mexico. On July 4, a small advance
force of California troops arrived near Fort Thorn and
occupied it the next day. Confederate unpopularity 'now
began to reach a head, and rumors were heard that the
71. Captain George H. Pettis, "The California Column," Historical Society of'
New Mexico, Publications, No. 11 (Santa Fe, New Mexico: New Mexico Printing:
Company, 1908), p. 5.
72. Bancroft, op. cit., p. 690.
73. O. R.,. I, 4 :91. Wright to Carleton, January 31, 1862.
74. Ibid., I, 9 :595. McNulty Report, October, 1863.
75. Pettis, op. cit., pp. 7-8.
76. Ibid., p. 10.
77. O. R., I, 9 :533. Carleton to Cal. Hq., May 25, 1862.
78. Ibid., I, 9 :707. Hunter to Bayior, April '5, 1862.
79. Ibid.., I, 9 :533. Carleton to Cal. Hq., May 25,18.62.
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native population was beginning to rise on all sides against
the retreating T.exans. 80
Governor Connelly received word that the southern retreat was due to their having
. . . consumed and destroyed everything even to the growing crops. The people here are with their eyes open toward
the North, in the hope of being relieved from the devastations
of these locusts. More than 1,000 men are waiting with
open arms to receive the liberal Government of the North. 81

The Confederate policy of living off the land was turning
the natives from a feeling of indifference to one of' actual
hatred.
Colonel William Steele, who had been left in charge of
Fort Fillmore by the Confederates, retired to Fort Bliss,
July 8, 1862. In enumerating his reasons for leaving, the
Colonel noted that he had only 400 troops to fight 1,500
Californians, besides those marching from Craig. Furthermore, outnumbered and with ammunition running low,
the natives were not willing to accept Confederate paper
money. When the Texans seized supplies, the people became
aroused. 82 In leaving New Mexico Steele informed the
Union leaders that there was ill will between the Americans
and the natives, and that he want.ed the Americans who re- .
mained to be protected against possible reprisals. 83 When
the Californians entered, they took advantage of this dissatisfac,tionand attempted to gain support by assuring the'
natives that ". ... the era of anarchy and misrule . . ."
was at an end. 84
"\, ,
Canby ordered Carleton to remain within the Mesilla
valiey}5 although the latter wished to pursue' the Texans
dc;>wn the Rio Grande as he felt that ". . . it would be a
sad disappointment to those from California if they should
be obliged to retrace their steps without feeling the enemy."
The Californian also suggested that now might be the time
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid;;
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

I, 9 :554. Carleton to Cal. Hq., July 22, 1862.
I, 50 :1140-1 (part 1). Connelly to Canby, June 15, 1862.
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to send troops into Texas where he 'had heard that the time
was ripe for action. 80 Colonel E. E. Eyre, a subordinate of
Carleton, comphtined that he had wished to proceed to
Franklin (EI Paso), but had been restrained by Chivington
and Howe. 87 However, even though Carleton was not permitted to continue his aggressive policy, the appearance of
additional troops had much to do with the flight of the
Texans. 88
The success of this long journey was equally divided between the men and their commander. The troops were commended for their endurance and Carleton for the care taken
of his charges. McNulty, the medical officer, believed that
"to conduct this expedition successfully required a clear
head, sound judgement, indomitable will, and perseverance.
All these General Carleton possesses in an eminent degree,"89 A less charitable commentator felt that '~the march
was as good a one as could have been made under so inefficient a general." 90 There can be little doubt that the arrival
was advantageous to the Union cause.
The aid which New Mexico and the Federal Government,
had received from both Colorado and California made it
almost impossible for the Confederacy to achieve any lasting success. Texas alone was not able to furnish, or at least
it did not furnish, enough troops or supplies. Confederate
inability to gain much support from the native population
was also a contributing cause to defeat.

IV Military Affairs After the Invasion
After the invasion attempt of the Texans had been repulsed, there were still many probiems facing the military
and civil authorities. Because the war was yet in progress
in the East,' and because the civil' government had been
superseded by the military in the Territory, the army continued to dominate the scene in New Mexico for several
years. However, General Canby was not to be in charge
86. Ioid.• I, 9 :559. Carleton
87. Ibid.• I, 9 :566. Carleton
'88. Santa Fe New Me",ican,
89. O. R .• 1,9 :602. McNulty
90. Mown" op. cit., p. 60.

to Canby, August 2, 1862.
to Cal. Hq., September 20, 1862.
March 5,- 1864.
Report, October, 1863.'
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much longer, and on August 5, 1862, orders relieving him
from duty in New Mexico were issued. 1 He had· waged a
successful campaign. His cautious 'policy had been criticized
by more daring spIrits, but a victory had been won with
small loss. Too,' his problem of defense had been more difficult than that of the Texans who were not responsible for
the civilian population, and who could live from the land if
they were able. Canby protected not only the private citizens,
but was responsible for military supplies and personnel as
well. The Texans were gone, and he could now recommend
disposal of the available soldiery. He suggested that the
New Mexico Volunteers be used in Indian fighting on the
frontier. 2 The Indians had been unrestrained during the
invasion, and the natives were recognized as excellent for
that purpose. .
General James H. Carleton now became the military
representative of the Federal government,3 and was expected to protect the people of the Territory.4 With the Confederate departure, the· most pressing remaining problem
was that of subduing the Indians who had run wild during
the hostilities with Texas. In handling this important matter Carleton was praised for his" ... wisdom, energy, and
indomitable perseverance ..." 5 The General, however, gave
much credit to the citizens of New Mexico in aiding the army
to rid the country of the war-like tribes. 6
Although the policy of dealing firmly with the Indians
and placing them on reservations was not original with General Carleton or even completely successful under his stewardship, a forceful beginning was made. The chance for a
successful execution of policy possibly would have been
greater except that three governmental agencies-the military, the Indian office, and, to a lesser extent, the territorial
1.
2.
3.
4.
pendix,
5.
ton, D.
6.

O. R .• I, 9 :688. S. O. No. 181 War Department, August 5, 1862.
Ibid., 1, 9 :689. Canby to Wash. Hq., August 6, 1862.
Ibid., I, 9 :582. General Orders No. 84, September 18, 1862.
Congressional Globe, 37th Congress, 3rd Session, Sec'y. of War Stanton, App. 29. December 2, 1862.
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Yea,r 1866 (WashingC.: Government Printing Office, 1866), p. 134. Graves to Cooley.
O. R., I, 26 :32 (part 1). General Order No.3, February 24, 1864.
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officials--concerned themselves· with the problem. 7 This division of authority created confusion and misunderstanding.
Another deterrent to success was the limitation of money
and supplies. Carleton thus through necessity proceeded
slowly. The Mescalero Apaches in the southeastern part of
the Territory were partially subdued and sent to Fort Sumner. In the spring of 1863· Carleton turned his attention
toward the Navaho in the northwest. 8
The problem of the Navaho was a much more difficult
one. Carleton conceived the plan of placing all Navahos
with the Mescaleros on a great reservation, the Bosque Redondo, at Fort Sumner. 9 Many of the Navahos refused to
leave their ancestral home and eventually Kit Carson, who
was active and effective in the field, invaded their stronghold at Canyon de Chelly in January, 1864. During the next
few years force and diplomacy were indulged in to persuade
a greater number to go to Fort Sumner. 1O However the entire
group was never completely assembled. l l
The reservation policy forwarded at Fort Sumner by
Carleton aroused a controversial storm. Michael Steck, who
succeeded Collins in New Mexico as Indian Superinten:dent,
although not opposed to the reservation idea, spearheaded
the attack on the Bosque Redondo as a home for the
Navaho. 12 Steck and his supporters also complained of the
fOI:ceful tactics used by Carleton, claiming that greater
success could have been achieved with less expense by a
more peaceful policy.13 Steck gained the support of some
citizens of New Mexico because they feared r.enewed Indian
depredations and the loss of grazing lands. They als~ claimed
that an additional barrier to the East was being erected.14
Although some of the charges against the Bosque reservation were not well founded, the reservation itself proved
7. Frank D. Reeve, "The Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico, 1858-1880,"
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 12 :221, July, 1937.
8. Ibid.. 12 :248.
9. Ibid.• 12 :249.
10. Ibid., 12 :253.
11. Ibid., 12 :254.
12. Ibid., 12 :256.
13. Ralph H. Ogle, "Federal Control of the Western Apaches. 1848-1886." NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW; 14 :355, October, 1939.
. 14. Reeve, op. cit.. 12 :258.
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a failure for a variety of reasons. Carleton and Carson in
concert did well in rounding up the inhabitants. who were
sent to the Bosque, but were not so successful in coping with
less martial endeavors. 15 The Steck-Carleton controversy did
much to bring about the eventual abandonment of the
Bosque Redondo. However, there were other causes as well.
The site lacked an adequate wood supplY,and a series of
crop failures plagued the Indians in their efforts to adjust
to the sedentary life of agriculturists. In addition the funds
available for, maintenance of the reservation were inadequate, and the hostile Comanches were troublesome as well. 16
In evaluating the whole affair Bancroft praised Carleton for
his policy of Indian removal and the vigor with which it was
carried out, although he considered the location poor, and
the reservation a failure as a means of civilizing the Indian.I7 Twitchell, too, thought the Bosque Redondo a great
failtJ.re as a means of civilizing the Indian, but deemed it a
wise policy as a show of Federal power. 18
Although control of the Indian was a matter of great
concern, Carleton had other problems and duties of importance both to New Mexico and to the Federal government. '
The troops under Carleton not only opened new roads in
New Mexico which were vitally needed and repaired others
damaged by flood, but guarded wagon trains against Indian
attacks as they crossed the barren wastes of the Territory.19
Some new forts were constructed during this period and
old ones were repaired.. The improvements made and the
reconstruction work done by Carleton were held by the Santa
Fe Gazette to be. among his greatest achievements. 2o
Although Carleton had internal problems to solve, he
prepared ~or. another invasion by Texans. This attack was
never consummated, but the preparation was made with
good reason. Th,e Union leader found that" ... rumors are
rife, ... that another demonstration is to be made against
15. Charles Amsden, "The Navaho Exile at Bosque Redondo," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 8 :44, January, 1933.
.
16. Reeve, op. cit., 13 :24.
17. Bancroft, "p. cit., p. 73l.
18. Twitchell, op.. cit., II, 433-4.
19. Santa Fe Gazette. March 18, 1865.
20. Ibid., December 24, 1864.
.
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this country by a rebel force. . . ."21 He lamented that with
such a wide area and so many entrances to defend a plan
of action was necessary. The General planned to gather as
much grain as possible, arrest possible enemies, and arouse
the natives to the new danger and. at the same time permit
them to fight as guerrillas. 22 This was in direct contrast
to the method of Canby, who had attempted to use them in
the same manner as trained troops .were used. Carleton, in
warning Kit Carson, emphasized the different t~ctics, which
were more suited to the surroundings, when he wrote:
If a force of rebels come you know how to annoy ithow to stir up their camps and stock by night; how to lay
waste the. prairies by fire; how to make the country very
warm for them and the road a difficult one. Do this, '.' .23

Possibly because Canby had feared an invasion either via
the Canadian River or the Pecos, Carleton also. kept a
mounted company east of the latter. 24 On one occasion a
group of native buffalo hunters was halted by this mounted
gro~p while going down· the Pecos because it was feared
that the 150 cattle which accompanied them might Jall into
the hands of the Texans. 25 A few months earlier some south-.
ern sympathizers were turned back from the Canadian. 26
There was, however, no report of incoming enemy troops,
but Confederates were stationed not far from New Mexico.
Late in 1862 Colonel Baylor was placed in command of
the northern and western Texas frontier,27 although this
was largely done to defend the country against Indian attack.
The Colonel had his own ideas how the Indian problem
should be met. He held that
.. , the general belief among the people is that the extermination of the grown Indians and making slaves of the children is
the only remedy. This system has been practiced in New
Mexico. There is not a family in that country but has Indian
slaves derived from that source. 28
21. O. R., I, 15 :597. Carleton to Wash. Hq., November 16, 1862.
22, Ibid., I, 15 :599-600. Carleton to West, November 18, 1862.
23. Ibid., I, 15 :579. Carleton to Carson; October 12, 1862.
24. L. R., Micro. No. 173. Collins to Dole, November 13, 1862.
25. O. R., I, 15 :153. Captain W. H. Backus Report, Decembe; I, 1862.
26. Ibid., I, 15 :158. Lt. G. L. Shoup to Backus, December I, 1862.
27. Ibid., I, 15 :858. S. O. No. 26,' November 8, 1862..
28. Ibid., I, 15 :917. Baylor to Magruder,December 29, 1862.
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The Confederate Secretary of War, displeased with the attitude of Baylor concerning Indian slavery, charged that he
(Baylor) could not raise troops for his enterprises in his
own Department. 29
Early in 1863 Carleton began to feel easier as he had
heard of no new rumors, and believed that the only
reason for an invasion (possibly sharing the opinion of
Sibley as to the value of New Mexico) lay in " ... the right
of way to the Pacific, to which great importance is said to
be attached by the Southern Confederacy ... ," or the acquisition of Sonora or Chihuahua. 30 Although the Rio Abajo
Weekly Press had heard of an invasion by "Los Tejanos,"
the paper was confident that Carleton would handle the
situation, especially since he knew how the natives could
best fight,3! and further that they would be allowed to do
SO.32 The invasion threat was not an unmixed blessing, as it
had the effect of keeping troops in the southern part of the
Territory, where they were used to good advantage against
the Indians. 33
There was, however, some pressure for an invasion of
Texas from New Mexico. Canby had felt that such a move
was not practicable because of his lack of confidence in
native troops.34 General Halleck, who was not aware of
actual conditions, later wanted such an effort,35 but Carleton
was dubious because of lack of funds, and felt that" " . if I
can block the road from Paso del Norte, it will be as much
as can prudently be done, ..." 36 Although differing in reason
from Canby, Carleton now was no more anxious than the
former for such an effort. Experience in New Mexico had
brought about a change of viewpoint.
Again in 1865 the matter of a Texas invasion arose. An
entry into southern Arizona from Mexico by a group of
29. Ibid., I, 15 :857. G. W. Randolph to Magruder, November 7, 1862.
30. Ibid.• I. 15 :669. Carleton to Wash. Hq., February 1, 1863.
31. Rio Abajo Weekly Press, April 28, 1863.
32. Ibid., May 26, 1863.
- '33-:--Pettis, op. cit., p. 19.
34. O. R., I, 9 :574. Canby to Carleton, August 11, 1862,
35. Ibid., I, 34 :256 (part 2). Halleck to Carleton, February 6, 1864.
36. Ibid., I, 34 :673 (part 2). Carleton to Halleck, March 20, 1864.
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southern sympathizers,37 and a raid into New Mexico itself
by" ... a band of lawless desperadoes ... ," was expected. s8
Nothing resulted from these threats. However, both Governor Luis Terrazas of Chihuahua 39 and Governor Evans of
Colorado had proffered aid previously,40 and possibly could
be relied upon.
Carleton and the army had some difficulties of an internal
nature as well. Southern New Mexico, the seat of earlier
disaffection, continued as a center of irritation. Sylvester
Mowry, the alleged Confederate sympathizer, was declared
an enemy of the Union by a board of officers 41 who probably
acted more harshly because of the heat of recent conflict.
Mowry, who held mining property in southern Arizona, was
stripped of this under the Confiscation Aet,42 and in June,
1862, was placed in prison. 43 He immediately raised a great
O,utcry, and accused the General of profiting financially in
the matter. 44 The New Mexican recalled that United States
Marshal Cutler was later able to buy this property for
$4,000. 45 The matter was not of tremendous importance,
except to Mowry, but it was a step toward weakening the
position of Carleton, and indirectly placed the military· in
an unfavorable light.
In addition to the Mowry incident, the people in southern
New Mexico were a source of annoyance and concern to
Carleton. The General had retained the system of martial
law which Canby had begun, and the citizens through their
Grand Jury complained bitterly.46 Carleton was not entirely
pleased with the arrangement, as he felt that military officers were carrying a burden which belonged to civil authority,47 When General Halleck received information of military
interference in strictly civil affairs, he ordered that it be
37. Santa Fe Gazette. April 8. 1865.
38. Ibid., May 13, 1865.
39. O. R .• Y, 15 :701. Terrazas to Carleton. April 11. 1863.
40. Ibid., Y. 15 :666. Carleton to Evans, January 28, 1863.
41. Ibid., Y. 9 :693. S. O. No. 17, June 16, 1862.
42. Mowry. op. cit., p. 237.
43. Ibid., p. 62.
44. Ibid.• p. 208.
45. Santa Fe New Me",iean, July 29, 1864.
46. Ibid., July 1.. 1864.
47. O. R., r, 15 :665. Carleton to Arny, January 27, 1863.
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discontinued, if true. 48 The Gazette, however, loyal to Carleton, 'denied that. any military interference with civil authority had ever existed. 49 The southern part of the Territory was doubtless sensitive about past events and resented
close surveillance by the military, although the general populace must have appreciated protection from the marauding
Indians.
The military department was faced also with another
matter, that of peonage and Indian slavery. The distinction
between peonage and slavery was not easily determined, although the condition of peonage was brought about through
debt, while slavery resulted from the capture of Indians who
were forced to labor involuntarily.
The practice of peonage was recognized by law in New
Mexico,50 and there were actual Indian slaves in the
Territory.51 Except for an :occasional servant of an army
officer, negro slavery was never a problem. Carson, who was
familiar with Indian slavery, suggested that it be continued
as a means of taking care of the people, and also of breaking
up the tribes. 52 Carleton strongly rejected the idea. 53
Eventually President Johnson learned of the practice and
recommended its suppression. 54 Peonage was a more complicated matter, and had been accepted in New Mexico,55
but was abolished by law in 1867.56 The actual cessation was
not such an easy matter, and there were slaves for many
years after.
The relative merit and aid given by the troops who came
from outside the Territory caused a minor tempest at the
time ~hich was touched off by a Joint Resolution p'assed
by the New Mexico Legislature, shortly after the Texans
48.
49.
50.
Arny to
51.

Ibid., I, 84:245 (part 2). Halleck to Carleton, February 4. 1864.
Santa Fe Gazette. May 27. 1865.
L. R., Micro No. 182. Executive Message of Acting Governor William F. M.
the Legislative Assembly of the Territory, December 2, 1862.
Ibid., Micro. No. 155. Arny to Dole, January 6. 1862..
52. O. R., I. 26 :284 (part 1). Carson to Carleton, July 24. 1868.
53. Ibid., I, 26 :285 (part 1). Carleton to Carson. August 18, 1863.
54. James D. Richardson, editor. A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of
---the-PreBidcnt.,--1789-1897· (Washington, D...C.: ·Bureau-of . National-Literature .and
Arts, 1908). 6:842.
55. Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Year 1866. p. 187.
56. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History, II, 325.
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were driven from the area. Both California a'nd Colorado
were tendered thanks " .' .. for their timely aid and assistance in driving the traitors and rebels from our soil." In
addition, the Californians were praised for their march,
and" ... the utmost confidence ..." was expressed in Carle"ton himself.5 7 Carle.ton, too, issued an order at the time
. praising the troops who participated in the crossing.58 The
New Mexico legislators doubtless were attempting to ingra. tiate themselves into the good graces of Carleton without intending to belittle' the role of the Pike's Peakers. One paper
stated that Governor John Evans of Colorado was the only
complainant regarding the Resolution, and that he was
difficult to please anyway.59 In answer to the complaint the
Legislature attempted to atone handsomely with another
Resolution, which fell short of the mark, when it stated
.
That it was not, nor has it been the intention of the .
Territory of New Mexico, to do the least injustice to the
bravery and sacrifice of our neighbor Territory of Colorado,
nor to place their brave and patriotic soldiers second to none
in the defense of this Territory.60

The troops at the disposal of Carleton were never large
in number, considering the area to be protected. After the
Texans had dispersed, there were 4,680 men available. 61
During the year 1863 the number was decreased by approximately 1,000 ;62 by 1864, it had leveled off at 3,454,63 and was
slightly less the next year. 64 There was a further temporary
reduction at the end of the war due to the mustering out of
the California troops and the discontinuapce of new enlistments. 65 As the discharge of the Californians took place, the
57. Laws of the Territory of New Mexico. Passed by the Legislative Assembly,
Session of 18611-1869. (S~nta Fe, New Mexico: Charles Leib, Publisher of The New
Mexican, 'Public Printer, 1863), p. 106;"
.
58. O. R., I, 15 :575. General Order No. 85, September 21, 1862.
59. Rio Abajo Weekly Press, April 12, 1864.
. 60. Laws of the Territory of New Mexico. Passed by the Legislative Assembly,
Session of 1869-1864. (Albuquerque, New Mexico: Hezekiah S. Johnson, Printer "Rio
Abaio Press," 1864), pp. 128-30. Joint Resolution, February 8, 1864.
61. O. R., I, 9 :696. Carleton Report, September 20, 1862.
62. Ibid.,. III, 8 :1198. Abstract, December 81, 1868. "
68•. Congressi';"'al Gk,be, 89th Congress, 1st Session, Appendix p. 7. Sec'y of War
Stanton, November 22, 1865.
64. O. R., I, 48 :708 (part 1). Abstract, January, 1865.
65. Ogle, op. cit., 15 :12. January, 1940.
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men who had served Carleton so well raised an outcry which
was heard in Washington.' Even the Governor of California
supported them. 66 .
,,-,.
This troop protest reached its climax when the Secret;:try
of War was asked to explain the matter to the House of
Representatives: 67 Some of the Californians were chagrined
over the amounts of travel pay received and over their discharge in New Mexico rather than in California. Carleton
in rebuttal believed that many wished to remain in New
Mexico (as they actually did) and also that the Territory
could use such capable citizens. He advised Washington that
-Political reasons connected with the' filling up of the rich.
mineral lands by a hardy population of experienced miners,
and by trained soldiers, who at· any. time can be called upon
to defend .the country,whether against savages within or
rebels without its borders, should and doubtless will, have
great weight with the government. Such timely forecast will
give an impetus to Arizona a,nd New Mexico which will he felt
not only by these Territories hut by the United States at
large. For it is to such men the country must look for the
speedy development of the precious metals, now so greatly
needed. 68

Editorial opinion in New Mexico was divided over the affair.
Th~ Gazette dismissed the. matter as the disappointment
caused by inaction. It staled that Carleton had treated the
volunteers better than would have been the case if another
officer had been in charge. 69 The New Mexican, which was
opposed to Carleton, reported that the troops were dis~
pleased with guarding peaceful citizens instead of fighting
Indians. 70
•
Conceding that· there was some dissatisfaction, Carleton
had acted in a manner which reflected great concern for
both the national and territorial welfare in attempting to
fill a potentially valuable area with the proper type of
citizenry.
66. House Executive Document, No. 138. 39th Congress, 1st Session (Washing.
ton, D. c.: Government Printing Office, 1866). p. 2. Low to Carleton, May 22, 1865.
. -67;--Ibid~1J-=-1~J1ilY-26;-1866.
68. Ibid., pp. 7-8.
69. Santa Fe Gazette. April 15, 1865.
70. Santa Fe New Mexican, January 6, 1865.
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Along with the settlement of individual troop problems,
the matter of peace time military reorganIzation presented
itself. New Mexico was dependent upon expenditures of the
military establishment to a great extent, and naturally was
interested in any alteration of the Military District of New
Mexico. At the beginning of the conflict, New Mexico had
been attached to the Missouri Department; later it was
transferred to California and then returned to Missouri
at the termination of the warY There was some agitation
to make New Mexico a separate department, but that was
unsuccessful. 72 If New Mexico could have achieved this
status'the population would have benefited financially as
more funds would have been spent locally, and the military
would have received equipment and .supplies more expeditiously.
With the end of the war, the critics of Carleton became
more vocal. Much of the criticism stemmed from the policy
of Carleton in establishing the Bosque Redondo as a reservation for the Navaho. The climax was reached when the
Territorial Legislature went so far as to present a memorial
to the Secretary of War, which condemned Carleton and
demanded a Court of Inquiry as to his stewardship.73 Finally,
on September 19, 1866, the General was removed. A short
time previously the Santa Fe New Mexican had complained
tha:t although Carleton had had more troops than at any
previous time, he had done nothing but reward favorites. 74
Carleton had performed good service for the United
States Government and for the Territory of New Mexico;
His attempt to solve the Indian problem and especially his
establishment of Bosque Redondo did not meet with universal approval, but it was at least an honest, forceful attempt. His defensive plans for the Territory were carefully
made and well thought out, even though no further invasions
were attempted by the Texans. While it is difficult to compare Canby and Carleton as each had a different problem,
Carleton seemed to get greater cooperation from the natives
71.
72.
73.
74.

San.ta Fe New Mexican, November 4, 1865.
Ibid.. December 9, 1865.
Ibid., December 30, 1865.
L. R., Micro. No. 198. Santa Fe New Me",ican,. October 27. 1866.
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than did Canby. The willingness of Carleton to utilize' the
New Mexicans in a military way in which they were accustomed made for, better understanding between the
groups. Carleton was the more aggressive military commander. The Gazette, although an admitted partisan,
deemed Carleton" ... a gentleman officer who is more highly
esteemed and appreciated for his genuine worth than any
commanding officer we have ever had, ..." 75

V Politics and Loyalty to the Union
At the outbreak of the war, the Territory was placed in a
difficult position because of the questioned loyalty of part
of its military and civil leadership. Although Twitchell
found that the principal army officers were not loyal to the
Union,1 the situation' was '~larified when actual conflict began. Those favoring the Southern cause resigned their commissioI:\s and joined the Confederacy. It was more difficult,
however, to determine loyalties among those who held civilian positions. Ganaway has found in his study of New
Mexico politics prior to the War, that. the loyalty of some
was questionable, largely because many Southerners had received appointments to public office in the Territory.2
When hostilities began, Abraham Rencher, a former
Congressman from North Carolina, was Territorial Governor. S Samuel Ellison, a close associate, considered .Rencher
" . . . conservative, honest, and intellectual. Was high)y
esteemed by the people of the territory."4 The Governor,
deemed himself a loyal Democrat; who would put his duty
to his country above that to his party,5 while the Gazette
felt that "he has our interest as much at heart as if he had
been chosen by the free suffrages of the people."6 The Terri75. Santa Fe Gazette, April 8, 1865.
1. Ralph E. Twitehel1, "The Palace of the Governors," Historical Society of' New
Mexico, Publicatiornl, No. 29 (N. P., 1924), p. 27.
2. Ganaway, op. cit., p. 91.,
3. W. G. Ritch, 'compiler, The Legislative Blue-Book of the Territory of New
Mexico with the Rules of Order, Fundamental Law, Official Register and ReCOrd,
Historical Data. ClYfnpendium of Facts. etc. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Charles W.

Greene, Public Printer, 1882). p. 118.

_ _ A.__ .T._Manuel-Espinosn,-','Memoir-of-a--Kentuckian-iTlNevi

'Mexico,~,-1848-I88("

NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 13 :9, January, 1937.
5. L. R., Micro. No. 133. Rencher to Co11ins, April.23. 1859. , ..
6. Ibid., ·Micro. No. 144. Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, May 22, 1860.
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torial Secretary at the same time was the Irish-born A. M.
Jackson, whose boyhood was spent in Mississippi.:T
When President Lincoln assumed office in 1861, changes
were made in high civil offices in the Territory. Henry Connelly was placed in the gubernatorial chair for the duration. s
The new Governor, although born in Virginia, had lived in
New Mexico since 1828. 9 He had married into a prominent
native family-the daughter of Don Pedro Perea of Bernalilloand the widow of Don Mariano Chaves. lO The appointment by the President was a happy one according to
Twitchell who considered Connelly to be " ... an intensely'
loyal mario . . ." 11 Bancroft, however, said that Connelly
" . . . was a weak man, of good intentions, who, notwithstanding his loyal sentiments, made no. very brilliant record
as a 'war' governor."12 Ellison also was somewhat critical,
terming him as "
of a visionary, romantic, poetic turn,
. . . [although]
tolerated because he was appointed
from the territory. Still he was a good man." 13
At the same time that Connelly was appointed, Miguel
A. Otero was given the post of Secretary. He replaced J ackson, who had gone over to the Confederates, but served only
a few months because the Senate refused confirmation. 14
Otero had been a strong advocate of the slavery code in New
Mexico, and was called "disloyal to. the core" by Twitchell,15
His son, Miguel A., Jr., governor of New Mexico from 1897
to 1906, has softened the charge, declaring that the sympathies of his father were with the South, although he never
favored secession. 16 Mrs. Otero, who had a strong influence
7.
B:

9.

86.

Ganaway, op. cit., p.
Ritch, op. cit., p. 118.
Ganaway, op. cit., p. 95.

Banta. Fe New Me",ican, November 21, 1863.
Twitchell, Old Santa Fe. p. 368.
12. Bancroft, op. cit., P. 706.
13. Espinosa, op. cit., 13 :9. January, 1937.
14. Miguel Antonio Otero, My Life on the Frontier, 1864-1881! (New Y01'k: The
Press of the Pioneers, Inc., 1935), p. 283. According to Twitchell, The Leading Facts
of New Me",ican History, II,' 391-2, the appointments of both' Connelly and Otero
10.

11.

were made entirelY.on the recommendation of John S. Watts, a 8ative of Indiana,
and the Territorial Delegate from New Mexico, . . . . . in whose integrity and loyalty
President Lincoln had great confidence."
.
Twitchell, Old Santa Fe, p.
Otero, op. cit., p.

15.
16.

283.

368.
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upon her,husband, " ... came fro~ one of the most prominent Southern families, and had grown to womanhood in
Charleston, S. C."17 To replace Otero, James H. Holmes of
Vermont received the position, but the next year W. F. M.
Arny succeeded to the post and retained it. until hostilities
ended,18
While the Texans were within the Territory, the civil
government did not function successfully. As long as the
invaders occupied Santa Fe, Connelly remained in Las
Vegas. When the Confederates "had been whipped out" Connelly again took charge of his office. 19 However, during. the
war the civil officers cooperated with the Commanding General in every way.20
As the conflict was about to get under way, Baylor believed that "all" of the prominent Americans with the exception of Connelly were for the South. 21 With many of the
higher army officers and most of the government officials
going over to the Confederate side, what was the position of
the rank and file of the citizenry? One citizen, who had investigated the southern part of the Territory, believed that
the only disaffection existed among the "Americans," who
were mostly Texans. 22 Canby judged the natives to be loyal,
but deplored their apathy.23 An editorial in the Santa Fe
Gazette stated emphatically at the outset that New Mexico
... desires to be let alone. No interference from one side or
the other of the sections that are now waging war. She neither
wants abolitionists or secessionists from abroad to mix in her
affairs at present; nor will she tolerate either. In her own
good time she will say her say, and choose for herself the
position she wishes to occupy. . . .24

Baylor, who had sent such a glowing report of "American" sympathy, soon learned that the natives were" ... de. cidedly Northern in sentiment, ... "25 A Union investigator
17.

Ibid., p. 2.

18, Ritch, op. cit., p. 118.
19. Espinosa, op. cit., p. 9.
20. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Me",icc£D History, n, 392.
21. O. R., 1,04 :109. Baylor to Texas Hq., September 24, 1861.
~. ._L•. K. Micro.. No._160..Collins-to-Dole,-June-22,186L
23. O. R .• 1, 4:65. Canby to Missouri Hq., August 16, 1861.
24. Ganaway, op. cit., p. 91, quoting the 8c£ntc£ Fe Gc£zette, July 13, 1861.
25. O. R., 1. 4:133. Baylor to Sibley, October 25, 1861.
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confirmed the opinion of Sibley when he wrote that "the
Mexican population is with the Government,". although he
a.dmitted that the natives required "encouragement" to be
effective. 26 Very many, however, waited until the Texans
were on the run before showing any great sentiment either
way. It was not until the Confederates were at last repulsed
that the Santa Fe New Mexican trumpeted that
New Mexico is under loyal control. ... The people with
some few exceptions, are loyal in their feelings and wishes.
New Mexico has no other destiny, aside from the north.~7

Aside from the expediency of backing the winning side,
there were several factors in this apparently gradual· shift
from indifference to espousal of the Northern cause. The
expulsion of the Texans had its effect, but there were deeper
roots. Governor Connelly helped by canvassing northern
New Mexico with speech and letter. He reminded the natives
of the past claims of Texas, and ot' her ruthlessness. He attempted to stir up hatred for Texas, rather than emphasizing loyalty to the Union. He also recalled to memory that
the Texans had been defeated in the past.28 Fear of Indian
depredation aided the Union,29 especially as the war gave
the redfolk greater opportunity to create havoc. The economic' motive was possibly the greatest of all. Union currency, which had been spent in the past and also during the
conflict, filtered into many pockets. On the other hand, the
Texans, either because they were unable, or because they
refused, did not pay as readily as the Union did. 'rhe natives
were suspicious of the Confederate paper. Brevoort, who
called the war "a great blessing to the natives," opined that
Naturally the people were inclined to favor the party that
treated them fairly and seemed willing to protect them. That
was the secret of their devotion to the northern side. 30
26. L. R., Micro. No. 161. Steck to Collins, July 15, 1861.
27. Santa Fe New Mexican, November 21, 1863.
28. Gan';way, op. cit., p. 96. Citing Watts to Lincoln, (N. D.: Washington,
.. N .. A.) Justice Dept. Records, Atty. Gen. Mss.
.
29. Ibid., p. 125.
30. Maurice G. Fulton and Paul Horgan, editors, New Mexico's Own Chronicle
(Dallas, Texas: Banks Upshaw and Company, 1937), pp. 201-2.' Extract from
Elias Brevoort, 'fA Common Soldierts Impressions."
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This matter of fair financial dealing and kind treatment
rewarded the Union with tangible fruits. Although Canby
complained of slow volunteer enlistments,31 Connelly was
" ... proud to say that my loyal and patriotic fellow-citizens
of New Mexico have manfully responded to their country's
call; . . ."32 He placed the number in the field at 3,500,33
although Twitchell said that Connelly and Canby between
them achieved the seemingly impossible and signed up between 5,000 and 6,000. 34
The greatest sympathy that existed for the Confederacy
was confined pretty largely to the south of the J ornada del
Muerto. This region felt neglected by the government in
Santa Fe,35 and there was some sentiment for separation.
As early as 1854, a representative from Dona Ana County
had unsuccessfully requested division to the New Mexico
legislature. 36 Sylvester Mowry, who later was to corne in
conflict with Carleton, was one of the leaders in this move.
His mining interests in Arizona, which were not fully protected by the government, no doubt prompted this action,
although he was lauded as a lover of that region. 37 Mowry
wished to include within his proposed territory the settlements along the Rio Grande which lay south of the Jornada.
as this area contained two;..thirds of the population of Arizona, which he placed at 10,000. He believed that
The only effect of the present cqnnection of Arizona With New
Mexico is to crush out the voice and sentiment of the American people in the Territory; and years of emigra~ion under
present auspices would not serve to counterbalance or equal
the influence of the 60,000 M~xican residents of New Mexico.
31. O. R., I, 4:61.' Canby to Wash. Hq., July 29, 1861.
32. Journal or the Council oj the Legi8lative A88embly of New Me",ico, of a
S688ion Begun and Held in the City of Santa Fe. Territory of New Meo;i~o, 'on
Monday, the Second Day of December; A. D .• 1881. It Being the Eleventh Legi8lative
A88embly for Said Territory (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Putnam O'Brien, Printer,
1862), P. 20.
33. Ibid., p. 22.
34. Twitchell, The Leading Fact8 of New Me",ican Hi8tory, II, 374.
36. F. S. Donnell, "The Confederate Territory of Arizona, As Compiled from
Official Sources," NElW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 17:148, April, 1942.
·Patrick Hamilton, compiler, .T.lte Re8ource8 oj Arizona, (San Francisco:
A. L. Bancroft & Co., Printers, 1883), p. 13~ . . . . . 37. Browne, 01'. eit., 30 :282. February, 1865.

36.
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New Mexico has never encouraged American population. She
is thoroughly Mexican in sentiment, and desires to remain
so.38

The feeling in southern New Mexico reached a head in
March, 1861, when a convention held at Mesilla resolved
" . ~. ~ not to recognize the present Black Republican Administration...."39 This was strong talk, and was backed up by
threats to tar and feather a representative of the Indian
Service. Labadi, the agent thus threatened, was permitted to
leave unharmed because he was "a Mexican." 40
This Confederate sentiment was not entirely unaJ?imous
however. There were requests to the governor from Mesilla
for troops,41 and a Federal agent believed that
There is ... a latent Union sentiment here, especially among
the Mexicans, but they are effectually overawed. Give them
something to rally to, and let them know that they have a
Government worthy of their support, and they will teach
their would-be masters a lesson. 42

In the northern part of the Territory, where seventy
per cent of the population and re$ources were located,43
Confederate sentiment was the exception rather than the
rule. There were some efforts to escape service in the
militia,44 but the people in most instances cooperated with
the military authorities. 45 The Armijo brothers of Albuquerque were important Confederate· sympathizers. Sibley
was so grateful for their support, both moral and financial,
that he recommended that they not be forgotten in the final
reckoning. 46
When the Texans were finally expelled from the Territory, resumption of the elective processes was' in order.
88.
89.

1861.
40.
4i.

Mowry, op. cit., pp. 83-35.
L. R .• Micro. No. 160. Resolution of Convention Held at Mesilla, March

Ibid., Micro. No. 160. Labadi to Collins, June 16, 1861.
O. R., I, 1:605. N. M. Hq. to Paul, May 19, 1861.
42. Ibid., I, 4:56. Mills to Watts, June 23, 1861.
43.. Ibid.• I, 4:46. N. M. Hq. to Lynde,' June 23, 1861.
44. Ibid., I, 4:71. Chapin to Russell, September 27, 1861.
45. Santa Fe New Mexican, May 7, 1864.
46. O. Ii., I, 9 :511. Sibley Report, May 4, 1862.
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During the time of tri~ll, politics were kept quiet, but in
1863 it was possible to hold the election for the important
post of territoriaJ delegate to the United States House of
Representatives. J oab Houghton, ". . . a gentleman in
every sense of the word . . . ," was suggested as a likely
candidate,47 but he later withdrew to aid in the defeat of
Jose Gallegos, " . . . the disgraced priest . . . ,"48 who had
entered the lists. In opposition to Gallegos; who had a stron'g
native following, Colonel Francisco Perea was entered by
his friends. 49
The question of the fitness of Gallegos for the post was
an important factor in the campaign which ensued, although
the question of statehood was an issue too. The politicians
opposed to statehood were accused of resisting the idea because of the possibility of losing their government posts.
Attempts were also made to raise the bogey of increased
taxation, and Federal troop withdrawals, if statehood were
achieved. 50
. In the meantime Arizona was detached from New Mexico
by Act of Congress, and made into a separate territory.51
There was also some sentiment in Dona Ana County for
separation from New Mexico. According to Arny there was
a plan afoot to merge Franklin County, Texas, and Dona
Ana County into a new territory to be called Montezuma,52
but this proposition was never consumated.
The Gallegos-Perea contest terminated in the quiet and
comparatively honest election of September 7, 1863.53 The
two-to-one victory of Perea was determined by heavy. majorities in Bernalillo, Valencia, and Socorro Counties, and
47. Rio Abajo Weekly Press, March 17, 1863.
48. Ibid., June 30, 1863,' The issue of June 16, 1863, relates that Father GaIlegos
came in conflict with Bishop Lamy, and was forced to leave the church in 18?2.
Twitchell in his Leading Facts of New Mexican' History, II, p. 334, mentions that
GaIlegos then turned to politics, and was elected delegate from, the territory in 1853.
49. W. H. H. AIIison, "Colonel Francisco Per~a:" Old. Santa Fe: A Mag<izine
of History, A;chaeologll, Genealogy, and Biography (l :210-23: October, 1913), p. 219.
50. Rio Abajo Weekly Press, March 10, 1863.
"
'
,61. Twitcb.eIl, The Leading Facts of New Mexican 'History, II, 409. The Act
separating Arizo~';:-.;;,;",- passed Febriiary '24',1863:- TwitcheIl says that N~w Mexico
had favored this since 1858.
62. Rio Abajo Weekly Press, April 21, 1863.,
63. Ibid., September 8, 1863.
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was credited more to anti-Gallegos feeling than to any
other .factor. 54
The election of 1865 between Perea and J. Francisco
Chaves for the position of congressional delegate was,f9r
s~veral reasons, more bitter struggle than that of the previous campaign. The issues were more distinct, and the personal angle was altered. The most controversial issue arose
from the placing of the Navaho at Bosque Redondo. 55 Those
who oPIlOsed the reservation policy favored Chaves,56 and
those who defended the plan of Carleton supported Perea.
Corruption allegedly entered the New Mexico Legislature
for the first time over this matter, :with bribery being used
to support the policy of Carleton in order to make it more
palatable.57
. A less controversial issue was the re-acquisition of Los
Conejos, th.at section of New Mexico which had been granted
by Congress to Colorado in 1861. The cpmplaint wa!'? raised
that the only reason for the change ". . . was to give
eveness (sic) and symmetry to the southern boundary of
Colorado." Further arguments in favor of reversion included the fact that the' people were more closely aligned
racially and linguistically with New Mexico. 58 Perea had
introduced a bill to return the section to New Mexico, but
Colorado refused to give it Up.59 The supporters of Chaves
presumably thought that he would exert greater efforts for
the return of the disp~ted area.
Carletonhirnself was an issue in the race. He was disliked by many in New Mexico,60 and the long occupancy and
control of the territory by the army probably wearied the
citizens as well.
The campaign was a long and bitte,r one. Kirqy Benedict, who had long held public office in New Mexico, was
accused of wishing the position for himself,61 although he
64. Ibid., September 15, 1863.
66. Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Year 1866, p. 131.
66. Sanfa Fe Gazette, June 10, 1865;'
67. Espinosa, op. cit., 13 :9. January, 1937.
58. Santa Fe Go.zette, February 18, 1865.
59. Santa Fe Go.zette, July 23, 1864.
60. Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs f()T the Year 1866, p. 131
61. Santa Fe Go.zette, December 24, 1864.
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supported Chaves for the post. 62 When President Johnson
removed Benedict from office, the Gazette had an opportunity to castigate its opponent (Benedict) when it chided
that
.
He has gone up the spout, and if he is possessed of the
'fine legal attainments, and the thorough knowledge of the
Spanish language and laws,' which he proclaims for himself,
he will soon be in a condition to put them into re-quisition,
as well as his 'extended popularity' with the people. But if his
success as a practitioner should be no more 'ample and brilliant' than has been his official and editorial career it will
not be much to brag on. 63

Benedict continued his leadership of the anti-Carleton party,
however.
Perea, who conducted a gentlemanly campaign, came out
for the reservation policy of Carleton, and at the same time
deplored the injection of the race issue into the election.
He spoke highly of his opponent, as "friend and relative."64
Both parties filled their platforms with platitudes, but
at the same time took a firm stand on the principles upon
which they stood. The Union Convention which had nominated Perea supported the reservation policy, praised Carleton arid promised him support, thanked the troops, recognized the supremacy of the civil government, condemned
the assassination of Lincoln, and denounced the raising of
the race issue. 65 The "adminfstration" party, which had
chosen Chaves, opposed Carleton and his policies, plumped
for internal improvements, and felt that
. . . the native citizens of this territory are entitled to the
same rights, privileges arid liberties as any other citizens
from other parts in the United States who may establish
themselves among us. 66

The day after the election, Chaves was proclaimed the
winner by unofficial totals. 67 A short time later this count
62. Ibid., August 5, 1865.
63. Ibid.. July 1. 1865. The Gazette, November 26. 1864, mentions that Benedict
was editor of its rival, the New Mexican, for almost a year.
64. I/jid:.-Ju!y 8. 1865.65. Ibid., June 21. 1865.
66. Ibid., April 29, 1865.
67.· Santa Fe New· Mexican, September 8, 1865. Twitchell, in his LeMing Facts
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was made official, and Chaves was declared the victor with
a majority of over 2,000 out of a total vote of over 14,000.
Perea had been able to carry only Rio Arriba and Mora
Counties. 68
Thus, with the end of the war, New Mexico returned to
the practice of selecting her delegates to the U. S. Congress.
Carleton and his policies were repudiated, and the native
voters entered polltics to a greater extent than had· been
the case previously. These early territorial elections set the
pattern for later heated contests which were to become
common.

VI Economic Conditions
Economically the Territory of New Mexico was not
prosperous, but efforts were being made by her leaders to
improve the situation. The strongest factor in economic
retardation 'was the presence of the warlike Indian, but
there were others as well. Lack of adequate communication
with, and transportation to, the East kept the Territory in
financial bondage. A short water supply and a sparse population were other important factors. The leaders of the area
were aware of these difficulties, and were trying to alter or
alleviate them, which boded well for the future.
To the above conditions, the war added another problem. The citizens of New Mexico had been hard hit finlmcially. It was claimed that the war had caused an estimated
loss of at least two or three million dollars. 1 To aid in making up this loss, various suggestions were presented. While
the war was in progress, John S. Watts, the Territorial
Delegate, proposed to Congress that large amounts of unsold Texas land should be confiscated and turned over to
New Mexico, He pointed out that this' would be just, as
Texas had invaded New Mexico. 2 Another idea presented to
Congress favored the confiscation of the property belonging
to disloyal citizens. This confiscated property then might
of New Mexican History. II, 400, recalls that Colonel Chaves fought at Valverde and
in ~umerous Indian campaigns. In the election of 1867 Chaves was seated after a
contested election. He was re-elected in 1869, but defeated by J. M. Gallegos in 1871.
68. Santa Fe Gazette. September 30, 1865.
.
1. Congressio'llal Globe, 39th Congress, 1st Session, p. 4307. J. F. Chaves.
2. Ibid., 37th Congress, 2nd Session, July 9, 1862, P. 3154.
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qe turned over to those who had remained loyal,3 Later,
another plan was' formulated. This called for Congress to
make direct appropriations, and thus pay for the damage
and loss due to "the T~xas invasion."4 According to Bancroft, the claims of New Mexico citizens were never paid. 5
Twitchell felt that the territorial delegates from New Mexico did not accomplish much for their constituents in this or
other matters during this period. 6
Although the Indians were a source of danger and loss,
(Carson allegedly said that New Mexico would be impoverished as long as the Indian remained) 7 their presence was
of some assistance to the territory. Twitchell opined that
much of the prosperity of Santa Fe depended on army spending,8 while Marcy held that not many would stay were it not
for the army and the Indian contracts. 9 J. K. Graves, special
Indian Agent for New Mexico, said, "Let the government
withhold the purchase of military supplies, . . . and New
Mexico would instantly assume an attitude of mourning
and sorrow, . . . "10
But there was a bright side to the financial picture. If
the citizenry had suffered a severe loss, and the Territory
was not rich, its delegate could boast that the Territory did
not owe a dollar anywhere,u This condition continued, and
almost two years later her government still spoke of the
" . . . truly prosperous conditions of its [New Mexico's]
Finances."12 Bancroft states that the Territory was never
in difficult financial straits. I3
Territorial leaders recognized that access to the outer
world was a crying need. It was necessary to use troops to
Ibid., 38th Congress, 1st Session, June 11, 1864, P. 149. Perea.
Ibid., 39th Co'ngress, 2nd Session, February 7, 1867, p. 1073.
6. Bancroft, op. cit., p. 719.
6. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican Hist01'1/, II, 399;
7. Meline, op. cit., P. 249.
8. Twitchell, Old Santa Fe: p. 324.
9. Randolph B. Marcy, Border Reminiscences (New York: Harper and Brothers, '
Publishers, 1872), p. 378.
10. Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the Year 1866, p. 134.
11. CongreBsional Globe, 37th Congress, 3rd Session, February 27, 1863,p. 1849.
Watts.
_
12. Santa Fe Gazette, December 10, 1864.
13. Bancroft, op.cit., p. 717.
8.
4.
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guar.d and open new wagon roads. 14 While the' lack of roads
r~tarded progress, the need for telegraph and railroad
service to the East was of greater moment. Possibly despairing of government aid, an effort had been made before
the war to finance a telegraph line from Denver to Santa
Fe with private capital. An attempt was made to revive
the idea. 15 In 1862 Congress passed a bill to establish railroad and telegraph facilities between the Mississippi and
the Pacific. New Mexico was hopeful that the route would
pass t:r.rough her lands. Perea introduced a bill in Congress
to achieve this goal, but it failed to pass. 16
Even though efforts along this line were unsuccessful,
the agitation was continued. Some encouragement was' received from Major General Dodge of the Missouri Department, who favored the building of the telegraph through the
Territory, although he doubted very much whether the War
Department would approve itP In advancing the idea of a
railroad through New Mexico, the Gazette cited the advantages which would accrue to the nation, if such a step were
followed. The lower aititude, the many passes, and the supplies of coal and water were all stressed,18 but to no avail,
even though the need for a railroad was great. 19
. Trade with the East continued to grow, although more
modern communication was denied the Territory. From a
scant 20.0 wagons per year which had entered New Mexico
in 1843, the number had grown to over 3,600 by the end of
the war. Unfortunately, many of these were forced to return to the East empty.20 During the war years almost all
commerce was halted because of the Indians. 21 By 1863
Carleton was able to notice'the increased' trade, some of
which was occasioned by the establishment of the Bosque,
1"4. House Executive Document, No. 70, 38th Congress, 1st Session. (Washington,
D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1864), XVI :30. Halleck to Stanton, No--:e;"ber 15,
1863.
15. SantIL Fe GILzette, Nove":'ber 5, 1864.
16. Ibid., November· 5, 1864.
17. Ibid., 'April 15, 1865.
18. Ibid., October 28, 1865.
19. Ibid., October 21, 1865.
20. Meline, op. cit., p. 254.
21. Bancroft, op. cit., P. 644.
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but thought that New Mexico would never be prosperous
until the Indians had been forced out of the way.22
By 1865 the price of goods in New Mexico had risen;
even though they had fallen in the East. 23 Part of the responsibility for this was placed on the shoulders of the speculators,24 but the rise of wages and of prices of local products
due to the war was a contributing factor. 25
Although there was little tangible evidence that the population was increasing by immigration, the Rio Abajo Weekly
Press hopefully expected suchan influx. 26 The census figures, however, did not bear out this wishful thinking. In
1860 New Mexico had a total population of 93,516. Of this
number 82,924 were white, with a free colored population
of only 85. The Indians reputedly numbered 10,452, and
half breeds were listed at 55. 27 Arizona County which was
separated from New Mexico before the next census, was
credited with a total population of only 6,428.28 Acting
Governor Arny believed that of-this total of almost 100,000
over fifty per cent could not read or write. (There was not
a. free school in the Territory, except those conducted by the
Catholic Church.) 29
When the Census was taken a decade later, New Mexico
actua.lly showed a loss in numbers. The figures then read
91,874. The loss of Arizona accounted for much of this decrease, but it was evident that the Territory was not making
much progress towards increasing its population. The
colored population, although negligible in number, had increased over 100 per cent from ~5 to 172.30
New Mexico was able to retain some of the soldiers who
had come with the Californhi Column, but was desirous of
22. o. R., I, 15 :723-4. Carleton to Hq., May 10, 1863.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Santa Fe Gazette, April I, 1865.
Ibid., November 19, 1864.
Ibid., November 12, 1864:
Rio Abajo Weekly Press, January 27, 1863.
Census for 1860 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1864), p.

567.

28. Ibid., p. 567.
29. The Second Annual Message of Acting Governor Arny to the Legislative Assembly oj New Mexico. Delivered" December, 1866 (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Manderfield and Tucker, Public Printer, 1862), p. 5.
30. Census for 1870 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office," 1872),
PP. 8-12.
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encouraging still further soldier immigration. The mining
opportunities were emphasized to this group, as well as the
chance to continue the adventuresome life which had been
followed in the Army. The Gazette offered these" ... high
spirited, well-meaning fellows, but hard to manage, . . ." a
chance to acquire". . . not only wealth, but plenty of bushwhacking for those who have a passion for that sort of
amusement." 31
What resources the T~rritory possessed were bound up
chiefly in mineral and pastoral wealth. 32 The Pinos Altos
region in the southwestern part of the Territory ~as the
scene of a mild boom in 1860 when gold was discovered and
1,500 people were drawn to the area,33 although there had
been reports of earlier gold found there by the Mexicans. 34
During the war, however, mining and farming were practically abandoned within the area when the troops were
withdrawn in the spring of 1861.35 The region prospered
again in the years 1862-1864, when mining operations were
resumed. A new mining rush occurred in 1866.36 In 1863
the first important silver in New, Mexico was found near
Magdalena and Pueblo Springs. 37
To encourage prospecting, or at least to assure more
equitable opportunity in that ,field, the Legislature authorized every discoverer to register, up to the length of 600
feet, any vein found. The entire width of the vein was to
be included as well. 38 A geologist was engaged by Watts to
survey the mineral wealth of the Territory. He reported a
visit to the Santa Rita area, and also to the Organ Mountains to the east of Las Cruces. Copper was the important
ore in the above places. Deposits of kaolin used in the making of procelain were located in New Mexico. This was
prized because known locations in the United States were
31. Santa Fe Gazette, August 12, 1865.
32. Ibid., July 29, 1865.
33. Stuart A. Northrop, Minerals of New 'Mexico (Albuquerque. New Mexico:
The University of New Mexico Press, 1944). p. 23;
34. R. S. Allen,' "Pinos Altos. New Mexico," NFlw MFlXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW,
23 :302. October. 1948.
85. Reeve, op. cit., 18 :284. July, 1938.
36. Allen, op. cit., 23 :305. October, 1948.
37. Northrop, op. cit., p. 24.
'
38. Santa Fe Gazette, April 8, 1865.
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few. A five foot thick coal bed also was reported in the
northern part of the Territory; along with several other
smaller deposits. 39 None of these was a recent discovery,
but promised something for future prosperity. In addition,
gold and anthracite were reported north of Santa Fe, and
copper near the Jemez pueblo. 40
Colonel Perea spoke glowingly of the mineral wealth to
be derived in New Mexico, which he claimed was attracting
attention in the East. He wrote of the
. . . mountains that have towered to the heavens from
primeval time, in the sullen majesty of their hidden wealth,
[and .which] will now unbosom their treasures to the magic
call of civilization, and your neglected country will rise,
from the shades of an unrevealed wilderness, into the light
of a brilliant and commanding development.41 .

Along with the optimistic prediCtions of wealth for New
Mexico, there were definite drawbacks to utilization of the
Territorial minerals. President Lincoln had noted the "great
defiCiency of laborers" not only in New Mexico, but in the
entire West in both mineral and agricultural pursuits. 42
Secretary of Interior J. P. Usher stressed the need for a
railroad into the area,43 and later complained that the mineral wealth was being "indifferently wrought" because of
its inaccessibility.44 A lack of water in certain areas was
an additional drawback,45 while the Indians again were
blamed as a factor in preventing further exploitation of the
metals in the region. 4~
.
Aside' from the minerals, the other principal sources of
New Mexican wealth lay in pastoral and agricultural pur39. Ibid., November 12, 1864.
40. Ibid., November 26, 1864.
41. Ibid., July 28, 1864.
42. Congressional Globe, 88th Congress, 1st Session, Appendix, p. 1. Lincoln Address, December 8, 1868.
43. Ibid., p. 26. Usher Report, December 5, 1868.
44. Ibid., 38th Congress, 2nd Session, p. 21. Usher Report, December 5, 1864.
45. Santa Fe Gazette, April 8, 1865.
46. Journal af the Hause af Representatives of the Legislative Assembly af New
Mexico, of .the Session Begun and Held in the City af Santa Fe, Territory of New
Mexico on Monday, the Seventh Day of December, "A. "D. One Thousand Eight Hundred
and Sixty-Three; It Being the Thirteenth Legislative Assembly far said 'Territory
(Sants Fe, New Mexico: Thomas S. Tucker, Public Printer, 1864), p. 21. Message of
Governor Connelly, December 9, 1868.
.
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suits. General Carleton considered the Territory as ". . .
eminently a stock growing country" and thotlght that a
market could be provided at home, if other settlement could
be encouraged. 47 Although the possession of "many fine
grazing lands" was extolled, a warning note was added that
"energy and perseverance" were necessary because "drones
cannot succeed." 48
,
Sheep, along with cattle, were also prominently in the
picture. The same grazing lands were available to them.
Recommendations were made for improving the stock, whiCh
would thus procure a higher price for the wool produced.
New MexiCan wool was bringing only fifteen cents a pound
in the Eastern ,market in comparison with eighty cent wool
from other regions. 49 Shortly after the Texans left, New
Mexico was able to boast of at least a million pounds being
shipped to Kansas City, but even though selling there for
fifteen cents, it brought only four cents to the Territorial
producers. These figures aided in the creation of a demand
for, the establishment of wool processing and manufacturing in the Territory itself. lio During the next year the price
paid in Kansas City per pound had risen to forty cents,
which heartened the producers considerably.li1 Still demands
for local processing were continued. 52
When actual combat on New Mexican soil had terminated, the Territory still faced the problem of supplying
itself with sufficient grain. In 1863 crop failures occurred
in the Rio Abajo,li3 and the next year the eastern frontier
and the area,south of ~he Jornada suffered the same fate. 54
This contributed to the rise of food prices. In 1865 the
region south of Albuquerque suffered, not only from frost
and insects, but from river floods as well. M Although the
wheat "failed entirely," the corn crop unexpectedly yielded
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Sant4 Fe Gazette, January 21, 1865.
Ibid.• November 25, 1865.
Rio Aba;o Weekly Press, April 7, 1863.
Ibid.• February 17. 1863.
Sant4 Fe Gazette, August 20, 1864.
Repori of the CommissiO'n<1T of Indian Affairs for the Year 1866, P. 135.
Santa Fe Gazette, June 21, 1865.
Ibid.• November 5, 1864.
Ibid., June 17, 1865.
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well. Carleton, after having experienced several near
famines, ordered. corn and flour to be brought in, although
this move later proved unnecessary.56
Irrigation, which had been practiced by the Indians for
.centuries, was an important answer to the problem of flood
and famine which plagued New Mexico. It was suggested
that if irrigation were increased, the greater acreage available would encourage further immigration, and that these
new settlers would soon supply the population with the
necessary food. 57 Systematic irrigation was expected to
cover "... with luxuriant vegetation millions of acres~"58
The flood problem was not so easily answered, but Baldwin has blamed the war at least for the floods in the southern
part of the Territory.· In some cases lack of man power
and finances ~aused by the conflict allowed irrigation ditches
to be weakened, and thus fall easy prey to flood waters.
The change of the course of the river which placed Mesilla
on the east bank of the Rio Grande in 1865 was· attributed
to this. 59
The Territory was aware of the need for improvement
of its economic condition, but was not entirely successful
in coping with the situation. The comparatively meager
resources available plus the lack of interest shown by the
East were insurmountable difficulties. The problems of the
1860's are to some extent still present today.

56. Ibid., December 2, 1865.
57. House Miscellaneous Document, No. 70, 38th Congress, 1st Session (Washington, D. c.: Government Printing Office, 1864), III:1.
58. Senate Preliminary Report on the Eighth Census, 1860, 37th .Congress, 2nd
Session (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1862), p. 90.
59. P. M. Baldwin, "A Short History of the Mesilla Valley," NElW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 13 :314-24. July 1938, P. 320.
.

BISHOP TAMAR6N'S VISITATION
OF NEW MEXICO, 1760
Edited by ELEANOR B. ADAMS
(Continued)

Sanjuan
pueblo of Tewa Indians is fifteen leagues southwest
. of Taos. We left the latter pueblo and went across the
same valley, but in a westerly direction. Its four rivers were
again crossed; these soon flow into the Rio Grande. Leaving
this Taos valley, we entered a canada of the sierra. The midday halt was made near a stream of cold water.
In the afternoon the journey was continued as far as a
valley which is called Embudo. In this place there is a large
house and other houses belonging to citizens. Confirmations
were performed, and we spent the ~ight there. It is a district
of the parish of San Juan. Those confirmed numbered
ninety-six. They were prepared for it, and they recited the
catechism.
There is an abundant river, which we crossed by a
bridge. Near there this river also flows into the Rio Grande.
On the following daY,June 13, the feast of St. Anthony
[of Padua], mass was said, after which the journey continued. Coming out of the pine-covered sierra, there was a
drop to a plain and the shore of the Rio Grande. We kept
that in sight like the sea as far as San Juan, which is also
near it. It is five leagues south of Embudo.
A Franciscan missionary parish priest resides in. this
pueblo. There are 50 Indian families, with 316 persons, in
the pueblo, and 75 families of citizens, with 575 persons. DO

T

HIS

La Canada
The villa of Santa Cruz de la Canada is two leagues from
San Juan to the east. A Franciscan missionary parish priest
90. BNM, leg. 9, no. 69, gives the last figure as 176. obviously an error by the
copyist. The 1760 census of. San Juan shows 67 households with 261 persons. The
number of Indians given in the table is 600. At Nuestra Senora de la Soledad del
Rfo del Norte Arriba, which was in the parish of San Juan, there were 36 Spanish
. households with 330 persons, including· servants; and 14 households of genfzaros with
·68 persons: According to the table, the number of non-Indians was 800. BNM.
leg. 8, no. 81.
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resides there. The church is rather large but has little adornment. There is no semblance of a town. The settlers are scattered over a. wide area. There are 241 families of Spaniards
and Europeanized mixtures with 1515 persons. 91
I made this priest vicar and ecclesiastical judge. The
following missionary parish priests presented themselves
here: Fray Juan Jose de Toledo, of the pueblo of Santo
Tomas de Abiquiu, 50 years old, who has served in those
missions for a long time; and his mission is ten leagues
n()rth northwest of La Canada, upstream and on the other
side of the river. And the mission parish priest of the
pueblo of Santa Clara, which is two leagues from La Canada
but is on the other side of the river. I desired to go there.
They did not permit it because of the height of the river
and the poor condition of the canoe. The genizaros of Abiquiu, Santa Clara, and Ojo Caliente were confirmed at La
Canada. The parish books of Santa Clara and Abiquiu were
presented and examined. In the Abiquiu books I found a
guide to confession and catechism in the Tewa and Spanish
languages, upon which I admonished the fathers, but they replied that they did not agree with it and that it was useless.

Abiquiu
This pueblo of genizaro Indians has a Franciscan missionary parish priest, as has already been mentioned and
also the distance from La Canada. There are 57 Indian families with 166 persons, and there are 104 families of citizens,
with 617 ·persons. 92
Santa Clara
There is a Franciscan missionary in this pueblo of Tewa
Indians. It is on the west side of the Rio Grande, two leagues
from La Canada to the west southwest. There are 70 Indian
families, with 257 persons, and 39 families of citizens, with
91. The 1760 census shows 197 families with approximately 1303 persons, including
servants. A note states that there were scarcely 100 Indians there. The table gives
the number of noil'Indians as 1206 and the number of Indians as 680. Ibid..
92. BNM. leg. 9, no. 69, gives the following figures: 76 families of genizaros
with 166 persons; 24 families of citizens with 612 persons. These must be errors by
the copyist.
.
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277 persons. 93 I.looked at this pueblo as I passed by when
I went down from La Canada to San Ildefonso. Its bells were
heard, and its Indians accompanied me.
San Ildefonso
This pueblo of Tewa Indians is three leagues south of
La Canada, downstream. A Franciscan missionary parish
priest resides there. There are 90 Indian families, with 484
persons, and 4 families of citizens, with 30 persons. 94 The
governor came down here for our final leave-taking.

Cochiti
This pueblo of Keres Indians is about fourteen leagues
soutli southwest of San Ildefonso. A Franciscan missionary
parish priest resides there. On the west side of. the river
there are 105 Indian families, with 450 persons, and 40
families of citizens, with 140 persons. 95
They received me in a large house belonging to a settler
opposite the pueblo on the east side of the river. I wanted
to cross to the other side in a canoe, but they made difficulties. Aqd there the people had brought the Eur()peanized
mixtures across.
The catechism was put, and the Indians were prepared.
They do not confess and are like the rest.' They recited in
Spanish, following what the fiscals say. They promised to
confess. Three hundred thirty-nine persons were confirmed.
The journey from San Ildefonso to this house at Cochiti,
which lasted from four o'clock in the morning until onethirty, all over fairly flat country, was the most grievous
of the whole visitation because of the terrible heat of the
sun on the day of June 20.
93. The 1750 census shows 40 Indian families with ':bout 188 persons. The table
gives the nnmber of Indians as 272. The settlers at Chama, part of the parish of
Santa Clara. numbered 39 households with about 412 persons. Father Varo's figures
for 1749, used in the table, were 21 non-Indians. BNM, leg. 8, no. 81.
94. The 1750 census gives the number of Indians, adults and children, as 371,
There were 66 married couples and 26 widows and widowers. There were 7 Spanish
families with 56 persons including Indian servants. The. figures in the table are 68
non-Indians and 354 ,Indians. Ibid.
95. According to the 1750 census there were 64 Indian households with 521 persons,
adults and children. There were 6 non-Indian households with 35 persons, including
children and Indian servants. The same figures are used in the table. Ibid.
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San Felipe de Jesus
This pueblo of Keres Indians has its Franciscan missionary parish priest. It is three leagues south of the house at
Cochiti from which the departure was made. We went by
the pueblo of Santo Domingo. This pueblo of San Felipe
is on the west bank of the river, which I crossed in a good·
canoe. The river flows in a single channel, very deep and
quiet. This is the best place to cross.
There are 89 Indian families, with 458 persons in this
pueblo. 96 They also presented equal difficulties with regard
to their confirmation. They said that thirteen had confessed.
The missionary, Fray Tomas Valenciano, is very able, and
I gave him effective orders. And he is the one I thought
might compose the guide to confession and catechism for
the Keres, and this was also entrusted to him, although no
results have been attained.
Santa Ana
This pueblo of Keres Indians has its Franciscan missionary parish priest. It is four leagues west of San Felipe, flat
country. There are 104 Indian families, with 404 persons. 97
Sia
The titular patron of this pueblo of Keres Indians is Our
Lady of the Assumption. A Franciscan missionary parish
priest resides there. There are 150 Indian families, with 568
persons. 98 It is two long leagues from Santa Ana over dunes
and sandy places.
Jemez
.The titular patron of this pueblo of Indians who speak
the Pecos language is San Diego. It is three ~eagues north of
96. BNM, leg. 9, no. 59. gives the number of families as 98. The 1750 census
gives the following figures for the Indians of San Felipe: 71 households with 218
children under religious instruction. 26 widows and widowers, 164 married people.
61 babies, or a sum of 453 persons. The table states that there were 70 non-Indians
and 400 Indians. BNM. leg. 8. no. 81.
97. BNM. leg. 9, no. 59, gives the number of families as 98. The 1750 census
shows 20 households of widows and widowers and 68 households of married couples
withapproximatcly 868 persons. The table gives 100 non-Indians. and 600 Indians.
BNM. leg. 8. no. 81.
98. The 1750 census shows 181 Indian households with approximately 481 persons:
and about 28 non-Indians. The table gives 600 Indians and 100 non-Indians. Ibid.
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Sia. It has a Franciscan missionary parish priest. There are
109 families, with 373 persons. oo The difficulties with regard to confessions and catechism continue.

La Laguna
The titular patron of this pueblo of Keres Indians is San
Jose. A Franciscan missionary parish priest resides there.
It is twenty leagues west of Sia, and we spent two days on
the road from there.
On the first day the midday stop was made at the place
of the Cuevas.100 We traveled six leagues in the afternoon.
After a league and a half we came to the Rio Puerco. It was
dry at the crossing; there were only a few pools, where the
cattle drank. The night was spent at the place called EI
Alamo. Water is very scarce, and from there to Laguna, a
journey w~ich tired the animals greatly, we traveled at the
end of June, and the siln burned as if it were shooting fire.
,On one side of this road, to the north, is the place of the
Cebolletas, where Father Menchero found,ed the two pueblos
already mentioned.' The inhabitants are Navahos and
Apaches, and many of them live in those cafiadas. Some are
heathens, and others apostates. Some of their huts were
seen.
This pueblo [Laguna] has 174 Indian families, with 600
persons, and there are 20 families of citizens, with 86 persons,1°1 The father missionary parish priest who was here
is called Fray Juan Jose Oronzo, 62' years of age. He had
served as a missionary in this kingdom for twenty-eight
y,ears, and I asked him why he had not learned the language
of the Keres Indians in so ,many years, and why he had not
formulated a guide to confession so that he might confess
them annually and when they were dying without the aid
of an interpreter. He appeared disconcerted by this; he
90. BNM, leg, 9, no. 50, gives the number of persons as 378. According to the
1750 census, there were 81 Indian dwellings with about 383 persons, The table uses
Varo's estimate, 574 persons. BNM, leg. 8, no. 8 1 . '
'
100. I am indebted to F. D. Reeve for the information that there was a small
settlement of three or four families, called La Cueva, in the Puerco Valley on the
east side of the river. T12N, R1W, New Mexico Principal Meridian. As of June 21,
1886. Federal Land Office, Santa Fe, Land Grant File no. 49 (F93).
101. BNM, leg. 9, no. 59, gives the number of persons as 85. According to the
1750 census, there were 65 Indian households with about 528 persons. BNM, leg. 8, no. 81.
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gave various excuses on the ground that because of the indifference ·of the Indians, which was even more marked in
the women, no one confessed. I gave my orders, and the
matter rested there.
The church is small, and its adornment poor. There is a
great lake near there, from which a stream arises. This is
the headwater of the Rio Puerco. On one side there is a
small spring of water as cold as snow. They send from the
mesa to get it. It is very delicious.
Zuni
The titular patron of this Indian pueblo is Our Lady of
Guadalupe. It has a Franciscan missionary parish priest.
It is thirty leagues west of La Laguna, to which the mission
parish priest came with forty Indians, including the cacique
and the interpreter, bringing the parish books.
I felt an inclination and desire to go to Zuni. I did not
succeed in doing so, although I made every effort. The chief
thing that prevented me was the assurance that the mules
with the supplies were swollen with the extreme heat, that
there was only one watering place on the way to Zuni, and
that one near there, and that the mules would die of thirst,
and that there was no pasturage. I abandoned this undertaking with great regret.
I confirmed some persons, and they promised to send me
others at Isleta. They are as stupid and backward in confession and catechism as the rest. Only one confessed.
I examined the parish books. I was told that the church
was good and the pueblo large. This pueblo of Zuni has 182
. Indian families and 664 persons. 102 These were the ones who
could be listed. I heard tell that this was the largest pueblo
of the kingdom, and therefore it probably has a larger population. One of the difficulties alleged against my going there
was that I should not find even half of the inhabitants because they are so dispersed in their ranchos. They breed livestock, and large flocks of sheep come from there.
102. "BNM, leg. 9, no. 59, gives the number of families as 181. Thc 1750 census
of Nuestra Senora de Alona y Zuni gives the number of Indians as 824. The table,
howeve~, says there were 2000, probably Father Varo's estimate. BNM, leg. 8, no. 8lCf. Tamar6n's comment on the population, infra.
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While I was in 'Laguna, a group of Apache Navaho Indians arrived, saying that they wished to become Christians.
Their captain, Tadeo, who is a Christian and roams with
them, is now an old man and, they saY,a great rogue, for
he has three infidel wives. He confessed to me that he had
one. I asked him whether the Church had given her to him,
and he was silent. I questioned him about the catechism.
He recited the Our Father and the Ave Maria. I admonished
them to come to recite with the mission father, to build their
pueblo, and he would baptize them. I entrusted this to the
friar, and they went off to seek the protection of the Spaniards so that their enemies, the Utes, inight not finish
them off.

Acoma
The titular patron of this pueblo of Keres Indians is San
Esteban. It has a FranCiscan missionary parish priest. It is
five leagues west southwest of Laguna over fiat road, but the
entrance to the pueblo is very difficult and rugged. The
pueblo stands on a very high mesa, a stone mesa, almost
round, inaccessible on all sides. The only ascent is half over
sand dunes, in which the riding beasts are buried, and the
other half via great rocks, obviously perilous. Here I
ascended on foot. . .
It is a singular thing how the round hill rises from that
plain; without connection with any other; and there they put
the pueblo, although there is no water. They bring it' up from
a spring which is below. They have concavities like water
j~rs in the rock, and these are filled.
It is the most beautiful pueblo of the whole kingdoin,
with its system of streets and substantial stone houses more
t~an a story high. The priest's house has an upper story
and is well arranged. For burials they cut the cemetery,
which is large, and covered it with earth which they brought
up from below, because all the ground is rock.
This pueblo consists of 308 Indian families, with 1502
persoJ).s.103 The missionary of this pueblo is called Fray
103. The 1750 eensus of Acoma says that there were 960 Indians, of whom 247
were capable of bearing arms. There were 302 married people, 44 widowers, 68 widows,
91 unmarried men, 94 unmarried women, 361 children. BNM, leg. 8, no. 81.
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Pedro Ignacio del Pino. He has been a missionary for twenty
years. He keeps his Indians better instructed in Christian
doctrine than the rest. Some in that kingdom recite in unison and individually. They have seven interpreters. He
obliges them to attend catechism and mass. He assists at
catechism in person. He has had to whip them, and he keeps
them in order, although not up to date with regard to confession. He understands the language, but he does not know
how to speak it, and therefore in order to hear their confessions he needs an interpreter only for what he has to say
to them.
.
The bringing up of the water struck me as a very outlandish thing. Since the view is so extensive, I went out to
take the air two afternoons, and, at one side of the hill, but
through its cent~r, I saw a swarm of women and children
emerge with pots and jars full of water on their heads. I
inquired how that was done. The hill is pierced there as if
by a narrow, very deep well. They have made hollows on the
sides, or a kind of steps in which the feet barely fit, and
they go in and come up by them. Although they explained
it to me at length, I never succeeded in understanding how,
in view of the tremendous depth, the ascent through so narrow a tube is managed, for those people frequent it at all
hours with the weight they carryon their heads. They told
me that two had thrown themselves down, and I admonished
the missionary with regard to this.
From here we departed for Isleta, a two days' journey.
The first day we dined at the place of Los Alamos, twelve
leagues away. The little spring of water was very scanty. In
the afternoon we covered three leagues, as far as the Rio
Puerco. Although it was dry, there were some pools, and
there we spent the night.

La Isleta
This pueblo of Tigua Indians and settlers has San
Agustin for its patron saint. It has a Franciscan missionary
parish priest. It is five-fairly flat leagues from the Rio
Puerco, where we slept, and it is twenty leagues east of the
pueblo of Acoma and fifteen from Laguna, which was in-
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spected on the way in. It is called Isleta because it is very
close to the Rio Grande del Norte, and when the river is in
flood, one branch surrounds it. It is not innundated because
it stands on a little mound.
It has 107 families of Indians, with 304 persons, and 210
families of settlers, including those of the place of Belen,
with 620 persons. 104 The Isleta church is single-naved, with
an adorned altar. The Indians know the catechism; they confess annually, and they did so in preparation for confirmation, because they speak Spanish. The settlement of Belen is
six leagues south of Isleta, downstream. .
Twenty-seven Zuni Indians arrived from that side of
Isleta with an interpreter. With his help, an act of co'ntrition was formulated for them so that they would 'confess in
Zuni. The interpreter confessed, and I confirmed twenty of
them, for seven had already been confirmed.
The people of Isleta have g:ood lands, with irrigation
from the river. They sow wheat, maize, and other grains.
They have some fruit trees, which usually fail. to bear because of the frost. Vine-stocks had been planted which were
already bearing grapes.
Here a canoe had been made ready to cross the river. It
was old, and although they tried to repair it, it was leaking
a good amount of water, which they covered so that I should
not see it coming in. A crowd of Indians made up this deficiency, for otherwise the crossing in it would have been
very risky, and the river is very wide there. It took about·
half an hour to cross to the other side, and on this day we
reached Tome, which is four leagues southeast of Isleta. It
is the first settlement through which one enters and must
leave that interior part of New Mexico.
. In this village of Tome the' necessary preparations are
104. BNM. leg. 9. no. 59. gives the number of Indian families as 102, and of
Spanish families as 242. According to the 1750 census, there were 79 Indian households
with 421 persons. The Spaniards, Europeanized mixtures, and genizaros were as
follows: Pajarito. 9 households with 82 persons; Rancho de· Padilla, 4 households with
81 persons; Sitio de Gutierrez, 10 households with 59 persons; San Clemente, 12
households with 95 persons; Belen, 18 households with 98 persons; genizaros, 20
households with 68 persons. A note in another hand says: tiThe number of Indians
here will be about 600," The table gives 100 non·Indians and 500 Indians, BNM,
leg. 8, no. 81.
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made for the departure for El Paso, including supplies,
horses, and the escort that must be taken. The latter numbered only twenty-one soldiers, with an ensign who went as
commanding officer; and in addition to these, fifty-five
armed men, Spaniards and Indians. The number of persons
in all was ninety-four; four hundred twenty-nine horses and
mules; twenty-eight bulls; four hundred fifty sheep. The
departure from Tome with all this train took place on the
eighth day of July. The daily journeys continued in the same
way as when I entered. Some of the stopping places for the
night were found to be flooded because of the extraordinary
freshets the 'river had that year. The difference on the return' trip was that it took two days less, because, as a result
of the rains, we found water in the middle of the J ornada
del Muerto at the place they call Perrillos, and we did not
have to make the detour.
And at the beginning of this day's journey we found two
crosses from the Indians, with sacks for food. And at this
point they shouted from the hill of the San Cristobal sierra;
the cries increased; they said, "We are good," 105 meaning
peaceful. There appeared to be a large force. Our men were
ordered to assemble and take arms, but they made no other
movement, and we continued our journey. and reached El
Paso on the eighteenth day of that month of July. We crossed
the river on a raft, but it was not so full as the first time we
crossed. The leagues traveled from Tome to El Paso on our
return trip were eighty-four.
I remained in El Paso until the twenty-eighth, whe!ll I
left for Chihuahua, a journey of ninety-three leagues, also
through unpopulated and dangerous country. The former
provisions were left behind, and a new lot was taken. Therefore in the New Mexico region,they supplied me with
seven different sets of provisions: First, the captain -of El
Paso, from the Rio Santa Maria to his house; second, the
same, from El Paso to Santa Fe; third, from Santa Fe, by
the governor, to Pecos and Galisteo; fourth, the same, from
Santa Fe' to' San Ildefonso; fifth, from there, by the aforesaid, to the return to Tome; sixth, from there to El Paso, by
105.

"Estamos bonos."
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the said governor; seventh, from EI Paso to Chihuahua, by
the said captain; with all new supplies of food and different
mules and horses, most of which were paid for by the said
governor and captain, for there was no other way or means.
Only with regard to food did I and the Father Custos make
some provision; and on the journey from EI Paso to Chihuahua, they sent a two-seated chaise and a drove of mules
and a volante from the latter place, which they bought on
my order, with four mules. It cost me money and was of
little use.
To conclude this report of New Mexico, some particulars
about that country will be given. It was discovered in the
year 1581 by Father Fray Agustin Ruiz [sic, Rodriguez],
a Franciscan religious, and by Antonio Espejo, who gave it
the name of New Mexico. 106 Nearly a hundred years 'after
its reduction, on August 10, 1680, those Indians and others
leagued with them contrived so secret and violent a conspiracy that they rose in arms everywhere simultaneously,
wreaking untold havoc on the Spanish people. They took
the lives of all who fell into their hands, including twentyone Franciscan missionary religious. They trampled the
sacred images under foot and outraged them. They destroyed and leveled the churches. Those who managed to
escape took the road to EI Paso, where some families found
a; haven, and also some Indians who had not joined the
rebellion. The four pueblos of EI Paso were founded with
these people.
Although the kingdom was reconquered afterwards, it
cost great effort, and many pueblos remained in ruins.
Nothing is being done about rebuilding them, ando:iJ.ly the
preservation of what has been reduced is attempted. The
Spanish families are increasing somewhat, which is a means
of preservation, although the Comanches are so prejudicial
to this. Intelligent persons have told me that they [the Comanches] are useful in holding the rest of the Indians in
check, because they all fear them and realize that the
method of defending themselves against them is to resort
106, Bishop Tamar6n's knowledge of early New Mexico history was rather sketchy.
Benavides also uses the form Ruiz instead of Rodriguez.
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to the Spaniards for aid. The Ute tribe is very numerous
on the New Mexico border. Formerly they waged war, and
now they are at peace, because of their fear of the Comanches. The same applies to the Faraon Apaches.
In the year 1759 a rumor spread that ,the Indians were
going to rise on the day of Corpus Christi. The governor
was alarmed; he took precautions and made inquiries, but
he was unable to clarify the matter. When I was there the
following year, they remembered this and told me about it.
Although I made inquiries throughout my visitation, I
was unable to discover any use or practice of formal idolatry, nor was any denunciation made before me. I continued
to have my suspicions. I asked questions and was not told
of any defection on the basis of which I could judge this
matter, to which the Indians are usually prone, as experience
has shown in other regions. In New Mexico I did not' approve of the so-called estufa, 'Which they maintain in the
pueblos I went to inspect, after I was informed about it
and its nature. Digging three or four varas deep in the earth
,a circle about five varas in diameter: they build a wall about
a vara and a half high all around it above ground, and they
roof it like a terrace. The entrance is through the roof and
looks like the hatch of a ship, with its small ladder. There
is nq other door or window. Outside it has the shape ()f the
crown of a hat. There they say they hold their dances, conventicles, and meetings, and receive Indians of other places
there. I did not find proof of' anything evil, but I ordered
them [the friars] to keep their eyes open. They argued the
difficulty of depriving them of that dark and strange receptacle, which is also a temptation to evil.
The apostate Moqui. tribe has its home sixty leagues
northwest of the pueblo of Zuni. Their pueblos are six:
Oraibi, Mozan, Walpi, Shon'gopovi, Awatovi, and Janos.
These stand on as many stone mesas. Water is scarce and
difficult to make use of. Those missionaries are accustomed
to make some expeditions there, but at long intervals because of the lack of escor.ts to. protecLthem..When they ob. tain them, they do make a few conversions. The Moquis are
now very near the Sierra Azul, which is about twelve days'
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journey from there. They say that there is great deal of
silver beyond this sierra. Many relations, observations, and
reports agree that the great town of bearded men and costly
buildings, supplied with arms and munitions; is not far from
there. This is' common talk in New Mexico, and the friars
who have gone to the Moquis assure me that they learned
it there from the Coninas [Havasupai] Indians and that via
these lands of the Moquis, it will be easier, to discover the
headwaters of the Colorado River and whether the Californias are an ·island or a peninsula.

Itinerary 107
Itinerary taken on the diocesan visitation which began
on the twenty':second day of October, 1759, on which day
Dr. don Pedro Tamar6n, its bishop, left the city of Durango.
The memorandum is arranged in six columns, as follows: In
the first the days will be noted; in the second, the directions;
in the third, the number of leagues; in the fourth, the places;
in the fifth, the number of persons confirmed; in the sixth,
the sermons or discourses which he preached in person. To
differentiate the places, the following designations will be
used: Sa. means sierra. Co. that the night was spent in the
field or an unpopulated place. Po. is an Indian pueblo. Va.
is villa. Vo. is a settlement of Europeanized citizens. Rl. is a
mining town. M.F. indicates a mission of Franciscan religious. M.J. indicates a mission of the fathers of the Society
of Jesus. Hcda. means hacienda; . .

Year 1760
KINGDOM OF NEW MEXICO

~

~

[April] 19
20
21
22
107.

!
.~
~

.~

~

east northeast 8
east northeast 12
east northeast 15
north
12

I

:l

g
..:l

"
~
Salinas
;
Puertecito
Ojito de. Cholome
In the field

Tamar6n (1937), Pp. 382-384.

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

~

0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
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.~

.

~

.

".,f

"'~"

.!l"

north
east
west
west
west

6
2
2
2

Royal presidio of El Paso
M.F. Po. EI Socorro
M.F. Po. Isleta
M.F. Po. Senecu
M.F. S. Lorenzo

1742 0010
0383 0001
0364 0001
0484 0001
0002 0001

north
north
north
north
north
north
north

5
5
4
6
7
5
20

Quemada .. _. ---. ___________Co.
___ ._ .. ___,Co.
Alamitos
Trujillo ... -.........
_-Co.
Rancheria -_ ... _-- _______ Co.
Robledo .... ..... _. ____ ._. __._Co.
San Diego ___ .______
__ -Co.
San Cristobal ___________ _-Co.

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

north
north
north
north
north
north
north
north
north
north
east
west
north
north
north
north
north
southwest
south
i4- -;ast'
18 south
20 south

10
7
6
8
5
9
10
'4
6
12
8
5
7
3
3
11
12
10
5
2
5
12

EI Rio ____._................... _Co.
San Pascual
Luis Lopez .____ .____ .______ .Co.
Alamitos .............. _.. _____Co.
M.F. Tome
Nutrias ..... _.._.. _...._.......Co.
M.F. Va. de Albuquerque
M.F. Po. Sandia
M.F. Po. Sto. Domingo
M.F. Va. Sta. Fe
M.F. Pecos
M.F. Galisteo
M.F. Va. de Sta. Fe
M.F. Tesuque
M.F. Nambe
M.F. Picuris
M.F. Taos
Vo. Embudo
M.F. San Juan
l\LF. Va. de la Canada
M.F. San Ildefonso
Ro. de Pena

0000
0000
0000
0000
0606
0000
0732
0450
0272
1532
0192
0169
0000
0132
0323
0376
0574
0093
0486
1517
0467
0339

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0004
0002
0001
0007
0001
0001
0000
0001
0001
0002
0002
0001
0002
0006
0003
0002

"
~

l::l

May

""

~

."

23
30
1
2
'3

""

...:l

il..

I-

!

"

tI:l

The Rio
del Norte
was
crossed

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

~

-

Jornada
del
Muerto

June

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
29
30
31
6
7
8
10
12
13
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I::l

July

21
23
24
26
27
30
2
3
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
28
29
30

~

:3.,
"
~

is
south
west
west
west
west
south
east
east
southeast
south
south
south
south
south
south
south
south
south
south
south
south
south
south

.
~

..

~
~
.,
...:l

3
4
2
11

9
5
15
5
4
5
9
3
8
7
18
4
8
7
9
8
12
16
8

.,.
oS"

'"

M.F. S. Felipe
M.F. Sta. Ana
M.F. Zia
Canada del Alamo ...... Co.
M.F. Laguna
M.F. Acoma
Rio Puerco .................. Co.
M.F. Isleta
Vo. Tome
Nutrias ........................Co.
Alamo ........................... Co.
Luis Lopez ..................Co.
San Pascual ................Co.
Fr. Cristobal ................Co.
Jornada del Muerto ....Co.
Perrill~s ........................Co.
Robledo ........................Co.
Bracito ..........................Co.
Alamito ........................Co.
Royal presidio of EI Paso
EI Ojito ........................Co.
Ojo de Lucero ..............Co.
Vo. Carrizal

~
<l
1:
~

1
\,)
"

.

~

"
~

til

0185 0001
0178 0001
0494 0002
0000 0000
0382 0003
0523 0002
0000 0000
0649 0003
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0000 0000
0226 0001

Copy of the report which the Most Illustrious Lord Tamar6n,
Bishop of Durango, makes to the King our lord (God keep
him), with regard to the curacies and missions of this diocese in so far as it pertains to our friars and the missions
which are in charge of the Order, both w.ithin the boundaries
of this province of Zacatecas and in the Custody of New
Mexico . . . 1765. 108

Kingdom of New Mexico
When I visited this kingdom in the year 1760, there were
thirty Franciscan friars residing in this governmental district [of New Mexico], six in the pueblos of EI Paso and
twenty-four in the interior. They are comfortably off, each
one alone in his pueblo; and the King contributes three hun108.

BNM. leg. 9, no. 59.
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dred [pesos a year for their support]. This comes to them
every· two years, when their share is six hundred pesos
apiece. Of this, forty-eight pesos are deducted for expenses,
and they net 552 pesos, which are used to buy them [what
they need] in accordance with the order each interested
party gives to their procurator in Mexico. This usually consists of chocolate, beeswax, habits, paper, and other necessities. In addition to this alms from the King, the Indians
contribute their services. The secular priest and vicar, Br.
don Santiago Roibal, gives me a statement of this in his
letter of April 6, 1764. It reads as follows:
The services which the Indians give to the reverend
fathers are: They sow for them three fanegas 109 of wheat,
four almudes 110 of maize, two almudes of broad beans,111
two of vetch; 112 some of them also sow two or three almudes
of chick peas and half a fanega of frijoles and their vegetable
or kitchen garden. Throughout the year they never lack firewood, which the Indians who serve weekly bring in carts or
on their backs. They have forty [of these Indians who serve
for a week at a time], and some have more. They have two
sacristans. All the Indians give prompt obedience to the com.mandsof the reverend father missionaries. This is true and
is public knowledge in the whole kingdom.

The said vicar to this point.
The mission fathers also draw obventions in full from
the citizens who are their parishioners, and also the firstfruits in accordance with their harvests of grain, as the
vicar reports.
When I arrived to make my visitation, there were two
vicars acting as ecclesiastical judges. They were secular
priests. The Order of St Francis has opposed with inflexibility and vigor the Bishop ·of Durango's being bishop of
and exercising jurisdiction in New Mexico, but the King has
permitted it I went there to make a visitation, as three
bishops have done; of whom I was the most recent. In view
109. As .. me..sure for grain the f..nega varies greatly in different localities.
The Sp..nish f ..nega is somewh..t more than one and .. h ..lf bushels, the Mexic..n,
more th..n two ..nd .. half bushels.
110. The .almud as .. dry me..sure varies even more than the· f..neg....ccording to
the locality. It can be from three to twenty-three liters.
111. "H..bas." Vicia [aba.
112. UAlberjones." Arvej6n or almorta; lathvTUs sativUB L. or vicia sativa L.
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of my information about the state of this dependency and of
the fact that the latest royal cedula orders the Bishop of
Durango to remove the secular priest who is now vicar, from
which cedula an appeal has been made,-and the vicarship
of Santa Fe has been in existence for thirty years-I entered
New Mexico with some misgivings. But when I found that
I was not gainsaid in anything and that I was made free
of everything, as if they were secular priests, Itried not to
waste the opportunity.
I soon observed that those Indians were not indoctrinated. Th~y do recite the catechism in Spanish, following
their fiscal, but since they do not know this language, they
do not understand what they are saying. The missionaries
do not know the languages of the Indians, and as a result
the latter do not confess except at the point of death, and
then with the aid of an interpreter. I remonstrated about
this repeatedly, and I ordered the missionaries to learn the
languages of the Indians. These mandates, along with others,
were recorded in their parish books. And I hav.e since made
inquiries of the Father Custos, and I have his replies in several letters, which I am keeping, in which he expresses
hopes. But they are not realized, as the secular vicar says
in a letter I quote, and these are his words:
I also advise your lordship that none of the friars, old or
new, apply themselves to learning the native language, nor, in
my opinion, would they do anything about it even if further
precepts were applied. They are little inclined to be studious,
and therefore they continue as always with their fiscals and
interpreters, who are used for deathbed [confessions], which
is the only occasion when the sacraplent of confession is administered to the Indians. I am not aware that the Indians
fulfil their annual duty to the Church. Up to now, I am not
aware that any father is qualified to teach, nor do they even
provide any means whereby the Indians might learn the Spanish language. This would be the easiest solution, as I found
by practical experience in the pueblo of Santa Maria de las
. Caldas, where I bought many primers and set them to reading. And so in a single year they were all speaking Spanish;
they conversed with their fathers and mothers in the same
Spanish language, and as a result all became Spanish-speaking. But I observe no effort.
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Said vicar to this point. ll3
If other measures are not taken, experience has already
shown thatthe Franciscan fathers will not find a way outof
the difficulties in which they have thus far remained, and
those poor Indians will go on, like their Christian fore-fathers, unindoctrinated. I do not know how to express
the mental anguish I went through with regard to confirming. adults. Since the parish priests are friars, who
turn their backs on the bishop, his mandates lose most of
their force.
The year before last the governor of New Mexico instituted proceedings concerning various idolatries committed
by sorcerers and persons possessed by devils, which had not
only spread their contagious infection in that government
but also had jumped to the neighboring provinces. The secular priest who is vicar informed me about it, but the friars,
not even the Custos nor the other two vicars, nor any other,
failed to notify me.
When these proceedings were reviewed in the viceroyalty, for the said governor remitted them there, also
relating the lack of indoctrination among those Indians, it
was ordered that a copy be sent to the Bishop of Durango
in order that, as diocesan of New Mexico, he should proceed
against the idolatrous Indians and witch doctors. And since
the bishop's jurisdiction is not effectual enough for him to
consider it productive of results, I wrote to the Most Excellent Lord Viceroy, acknowledging receipt of the said copy
of the proceedings, and with the aim of making clear to his
Excellency the actual state of my jurisdiction there, asking
him to undertake to clarify and expedite matters and to
propose means for remedying those evils. I begged his permission to go to Mexico, but I have received no reply on this
point. And therefore what progress I may make in the aforesaid cases will be very little, although I had already en113. We do not know just when Roibal was at Santa Maria de las Caldas. In
_.hiR.report to Provincial Fray Jose Ximeno. dated at El Paso, February 6. 1761, Fray
Andres V ~r-;; gave-;;;;-;U;count
tne"hiswW of-this -mission- under-the-secular_clergy.
His picture of conditions there before its destruction in 1749 is in strong contrast
to the idyllic scene suggested by Roibal's letter. Therefore a translation of Varo's
statement will be found infra.
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trusted the matter to the vicar, who is a secular priest,
whose power there is very limited.
During my visitation I appointed three friars as vicars:
the Custos for EI Paso, and the two missionaries of Albuquerque and La Canada for their respective districts. I
issued formal titles to them, which included clauses reserving the right to appoint secular priests at the will of the
bishop and stating that the Order did not acquire any rights
thereby since the appointments were dispatched in my name.
They accepted with pleasure and took oath to perform their
office in accordance with these conditions, under which they
exercise this authority. This seemed to me very conducive
to the establishment of my jurisdiction on a firmer basis,
without the risk of litigation.
And in order to make the bishop respected in New Mexico, an extremely important measure would be to give him
four Spanish parishes. These are EI Paso, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, and La Canada. The revenue from obventions, plus
first-fruits, of the first could amount to more than four
thousand pesos. That of the second would not be less than
three thousand pesos, and the other two would yield nearly
two thousand pesos. Although I am short of priests, since
these are goodly amounts there would be no lack of candidates for these four. They would be vicars and they would
support assistants. And I make this proposal as a necessary
~rst step in providing a remedy for that kingdom and so
that the friars may not be such sole owners of it.
Everything up to here is a literal copy of the report made
by the Most Illustrious Tamar6n, dated at the Villa del
Nombre de Dios'on July 11,1765, signed by his hand, sealed
with his seal, and attested by his secretary, Br. D. Felipe
Cantador. It comprises 47 leaves.
.

Edicts 114
We, Dr. don Pedro Tamar6n y Romeral, by the grace of
God and of the Holy Apostolic See Bishop of Durango,
of the provinces of New Vizcaya, and other provinces of
114.

Tamar6n (1987), pp. 870-374.
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New Mexico, Sinaloa, and Sonora, member of his Majesty's
Council, etc. To all parish priests, proprietary, provisional,
assistant, deputy, or other who exercise the ministry and
care of souls in this our diocese, whether they be secular
or regular clergy, greeting in Our Lord Jesus Christ, Who
is the true salvation.
Since our primary concern is to watch and take care
that the souls whom divine condescension placed in our
charge shall speedily enjoy the salutary spiritual nourishment which they need in order to obtain their eternal salvation and be free from perpetual damnation; and since the
parish priests are the first who are under just obligation
to prepare and minister these spiritual benefits through
which the felicity of eternal joy must be attained; and in
order that they may be diligent, solicitous, effective, and fervent in their distribution, and in order to avoid certain negligences and neglects pernicious to the faithful which usually
occur, and in order that, in so far as is possible, they may
fulfill the office of the cure of souls punctiliously; and in
order that we may aid them by our pastoral solicitude in so
far as it is possible for us to do so, by reminding them of
the very things that the Sacred Canons and the Holy Councils have commanded, we have resolved to state the following
points for the benefit of the aforesaid priests and their deputies so that they may observe, practice, and perform them
with complete exactitude.
They shall preach every Sunday, expounding the Holy
Gospel of that particular Sunday, concerning which they
shall pronounce a sermon of moderate length, not to take
more than half an hour or less than a quarter of an hour,
in a serious, clear, and simple style. When they reprove
vices, let it be in general terms and not directed at specific
persons. The parish priest who is unable to do this from
memory will make up for it by reading one of the many
books in our Spanish language which expound the Holy
Gospels. And they shall give the aforesaid sermon during
mass-after~-the readihgof-the- first-Gospel~ -Moreover, on Sunday afternoons at four o'clock they
shall ring a bell to summon the children to recite the prayers.
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They shall question them about some of the Mysteries and
shall give explanations of one of them in order that all
may comprehend them. They might spend about another
half an hour on this and recite the Most Holy Rosary
afterwards. And, if arrangements can be made, they shall
then lead them singing through the streefs. If the priest
is devout and industrious, this will be very easy for him;
but if he is not, the contrary will be true, and these holy
ministries will be much more trouble for them if they are
preoccupied with mundane affairs or diversions.
And the priests for the Indians shall continue, as is the
custom, to have those who are being indoctrinated recite
the catechism daily. The said priests shall also prepare
panegyric sermons to include the explanation of a point
of Christian doctrine in the salutation.
And, since it is ordered that the· holy oils be renewed
annually, the priests shall provide themselves with them
and shall take care that and arrange for decent and careful
persons to carry them in vessels which will not spill.
In order that the parish priests may be acquainted with
their flock and know whether they abide by the precepts
of annual confession, they shall draw up lists every year
between Septuagesima Sunday and Ash Wednesday, and
as soon as they complete their duties to the Church, the
certificates of confession and communion shall be compared
with the said list, or census, in order to determine those
who have failed to do so. The priests shall produce these
lists during visitation or whenever we may ask for them.
And because the priests should be informed about
whether their parishioners know Christian doctrine, they
shall examine them all once a year. This examination shall
take place before they confess in fulfilment of the precept
which prescribes annual confession, and they shall give
them a certificatea,ttesting that they know it. And without
this certificate, they are not to hear their confessions for
this purpose. They shall attend to this personally or
through the agency of other confessors, and we order them
to put this into effective execution and not to consent to
their taking communion in fulfilment of this obligation if
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they do not have the certificate of said examination and
that they have confessed. And this examination shall be
given to all before the confession begins and not as a part
of it.
Since death is the end of life, in order that it may be
good, repeftted succour from the spiritual father is necessary. And the pastor must keep well on the alert lest the
infernal wolf prey on his lambs in so terrible a crisis as
death. Therefore we exhort, command, and beg, in visceribus
Christi, the priests and their deputies to make repeated
visits to their moribund parishioners, to exhort, reconcile,
and aid them, and to apply indulgences for their benefit,
including a plenary indulgence which we concede to them.
And let them read the recommendation of the soul [to God]
after they have administered the Holy Sacraments to them.
And let them enter upon this with love, affection, kindness,
and pleasure, whether they are summoned or not, and avoid
inspiring terror by ill-advised methods.'
With regard to all who contract matrimony, they shall
examine them beforehand in Christian doctrine and shall
have them confess so that they may be worthy of approaching the holy sacrament.
In each separate entry in the baptismal records they
shall. note the place and day and also record the day on
which the baby was born, the name of the person who
performed the baptism, and those of the parents and godparents. And in the burial records they shall state what
sacraments were received before death, whether the
deceased made a will and in whose presence, his testamentary executors,and what he left for pious purposes.
The priests shall maintain constant residence in the
confines of their parish, and they shall not leave it without
leaving an approved priest there or without our permission,
except for a brief period for the purpose of confessing.
And since all we have provided is exactly what their very
office as parish priests implies, by virtue of holy obedience
order-eacn -Of tlierii to- conformand-conduct-,-himself- -in
accordance with the content of this our edict, warning them
that we shall make charges against transgressors according
to the gravity of their faults, especially during our pastoral
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visitation, which, with divine favor, we intend to begin
this present year, crossing the sierra, continuing to the
Tierra Caliente, Sinaloa, Sonora, and New Mexico. And
we notify the said priests and confessors that during it
they are to be examined in moral matters, in order that
they may have time to prepare themselves and so that they
may have no excuse on the ground that this notice did not
reach "them in advance. And in order that this may. come
to the attention of all those to whom the observance of
the provisions in these writings of ours pertains, they shall
be published in our holy cathedral and shall be affixed to
one of its doors, and they shall be sent to all the parishes
of this our diocese by relaying them from place to place
in order that the priests may also make the same proclamation. And they shall make a copy of them in anyone' of
the parish books immediately so that their content shall
be available in future for punctilious fulfilment.
Given in our episcopal palace of Durango, signed by us,
sealed with our seal, and countersigned by our undersigned
secretary of chamber and government, on July 7, 1759.
Pedro, Bishop of Durango. By order of his Most Illustrious Lordship the Bishop, my lord, Br. Felipe Cantador,
secretary.
We, Dr. don Pedro Tamar6n y Romeral, by the grace
of God and of the Holy Apostolic See Bishop of Durango
and of the provinces of New Vizcaya and other provinces
of New Mexico, Sinaloa, and Sonora, member of his Majesty's Council, etc.
Inasmuch as we have decided, subject to divine favor,
to make a general visitation of all this diocese of ours to
begin in the present month, we have arranged our itinerary
to cross the Sierra Madre in search of Pueblo Nuevo, to
proceed from there to that of Plomosas, places which, so
far as is known, have not been visited by their own prelates; continuing from there to Matatan, Rosario, and all
the Tierra Caliente into Culiacan, ·and what it is possible
to take in of the sierra; and then to proceed to the provinces
of Sinaloa and Sonora and to continue as far as New Mexico;
then all of Vizcaya; an undertaking of the greatest magnitude which we shall only be able to carry out with the
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powerful aid and assistance of the Omnipotent Lord God
of Heaven and Earth, Whose Supreme Majesty we humbly
beg and pray to so govern our actions that all of them may
yield honor and glory to Him and benefit to souls, as we
desire, and the highest success in all our ventures.
And for this purpose we have thought it well to make
some preliminary dispositions in order to win the harvest
we seek from so extensive and laborious a pilgrimage.
_Notwithstanding the edict issued by our order in this city
on July 7 of this present year and sent by relay throughout
the diocese, in which the priests were reminded of their
principal obligations, which they were ordered to fulfill
punctiliously, and which we reiterate in these our writings,
we still have further admonitions to give them, which per~
tain especially to the ecclesiastical visitation. These are as
follows:
They shan not come forth to receive us beyond the
limits of their jurisdiction, and, with regard to the expenditures and compliments of our reception, the priests and
vicars and other ecclesiastics shall confine themselves to
what the honor of our dignity makes obligatory, especially
with regard to dinners and refreshments. These shall be
in accordance with the custom and practice of this diocese,
regulated and measured by our person and family, without
inviting any guest, not even persons of the highest esteem
and authority in the towns. Let there be no worldly banquets,
for they must not serve more than four different dishes
at each dinner. And we also forbid them to issue invitations
to costly refreshments on our arrival. And in places where
it may be necessary for us to stay longer than usual, we
shall take care to provide that the priests cease their contributions and the expenses will be charged to our account.
We shall also do the same from the time of our arrival at
places where the priests may be poor and we consider that
they cannot bear the contribution that is legally due us. ll5
_115. _~La, ,procuraci6n_Quepor. der.e_cho nos pertenece."According to _canon law.
PTocuraciones were the food and I~dging the-bi;hop- ~as entitled-to ;xact-;"h';;-maklng
a visitation. See P. B. Golmayo, Institucione8 del derecho canOnico, vol. 1 (Madrid,
1896), PP. 158-161; J. Donoso, lnetitucione8 de de':echo canOnico, 3d ed. (Freiburg,
1909), p. 169.
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And because we must also administer the Holy Sacrament of Confirmation while we are engaged in the visitation, it will be the duty of the priests to prepare all their
adult parishioners who are to be confirmed so that they
may be ready in time to receive this· holy sacrament
worthily, explaining its great effects to them and that they
must come to it in God's grace in order to obtain them.
And thus they shall encourage and exhort them to confession lest anyone excuse himself from receiving this holy
sacrament.
~he said priests shall also have ready lists and censuses
of all their parishioners, including even the tiny children,
and they shall give us a report of those who have not
fulfilled the precept of annual confession and communion.
They are to give us these lists. And in order that we may
be able to dispatch the business of the visitation speedily,
we order our vicars and priests to undertake to draw up
a list of the testaments and bequests for pious purposes
which they are informed have not been carried out, and
of what vacancies there may be in chaplaincies, so that
we may make suitable provision without delay in such a
way that our provisions may have prompt and due effect.
And in order that all the testamentary executors and others
in whose charge the aforesaid testaments may be shall be
notified in time, this edict shall be read on a feast day
inter missarum solemnia so that the points expressed here
and the dispositions to be made in anticipation of our
visitation may come to the attention of all. And for this
purpose it shall be sent beforehand from parish to parish.
. Given in our episcopal palace of Durango, signed by
us, sealed with· our seal, and countersigned by our undersigned secretary of chamber and government, on October 12,
1759. Pedro, Bishop of Durango. By order of his Most
Illustrious Lordship the Bishop, my lord, Br. Felipe Cantador, secretary.
(To be continued)

Notes and Documents
Fray Andres Varo's statement about Santa Maria de las Caldas.!
Eight leagues from the mission of Our Lady of Guadalupe of EI
Paso, there was an hacienda with sheep and cattle which belongedto Captain don Antonio Valverde, and later to Captain don Antonio
Valentin Aganza, where their peons and skilled laborers and a number
of Suma Indians, some Christian and some pagan, who worked as
day laborers, lived. During its whole existence its spiritual nourishment and the administration of the sacraments were in charge of the
mission :fathers of Our Father St. Francis, as is of record in the
books of the mission of Socorro, until the year 1730, when the most
Illustrious Lord Dr. don Benito Crespo, Bishop of Guadiana, made
his second entry into this kingdom in order to start his visitation.
Seizing this occasion, a sudden (but false) outcry was raised that the
Indians of the said farm wanted a black priest, that is, a secular
priest, to administer them. With this term, black priest, the authors
of this falsehood foretold the mourning to be lame~ted and bewailed
today [because of] the fatal outcome which resulted from this outcry alone, and without the consent of the Indians nor of most of the
parisliioners, as they loudly confessed, and even today they shout it.
His Most Illustrious Lordship celebrated this marriage, introducing
as husband to the curacy of Las Caldas (for they call it by this name)
Br. don Joseph de Ochoa, excluding us as unworthy to be parish
priests, but leaving us with the shepherds' task. I do not know what
value a marriage that is legally null ex defecto consensu can have,
nor whether the laws 1, 8; and 16 of bk. 1, tit. 2, and law 2, bk. 1,
tit. 6 of the Nueva Recopilaci6n were fulfilled. 2 And with regard to
the statement that he was informed that the said erection [of a
curacy] -was made in a place named EI Palo Clavado, in which there
was already a sumptuous chapel adorned with a lamp and other silver
objects, vestments, a splendid retablo, bells, etc., the very certliin
truth is that if he was so informed, it is all lie upon lie and the
report most false, for there was never anything, anything at all,_ of
the foregoing during the nineteen years this unhappy (because intrusive) curacy lasted. This was established, not at Palo Clavado, butat the said farm and about two musket shots from it. They named
this place the curacy of Las Caldas because there was placed in the

--

1. Fray Andres Varo to Provincial Fray Jose Ximeno. El Paso. February 5. 1751.
BNM. leg. 9. no. 53.
2. Bk. 1. tit. 2. law 1 orders the viceroys. presidents, and governors to send
reports of the churches founded in the Indies and of those which should be founded.
. _ _. _ ._T..aw_8.or<le"".the.prelates_to_send.two_copies_of_the_erections.of_churches.to.the_Council
Law 16 orders the prelates to see that the churches and their furnishings. etc., are
kept in good repair. Bk. 1. tit. 6, law 2 provides that no churches or other pious
foundations may be erected without the King's permission. Recopilaci6n de leyes de los
reinos de las Indias. 5th ed. (Madrid, 1841).
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extremely indecent chapel which I shall soon describe an image of
Our Lady entitled de las Caldas. The purpose for which the said
pueblo remained here, with all the Indians· already mentioned, I do
not state; for it is already clear and will become clearer in what follows. What I do, indeed,' know is that said Indians allowed the said
s~ttlement under the condition that it should be at Palo Clavado,
whiCh is' twenty leagues from the farm, and the Indians' reason for
making the said condition was that they feared what they had reason
to fear, and what I fear to state and do not dare [mention]. The
pueblo, then, having been made, after some days had passed the matter
of building a dwelling and house for the husband took precedence.
When this was finished, I do not know whether it was because this
blessed man thought it a great thing (for I must not believe that it was
less than he considered it), he recalled not the magnificent temple of
Solomon but the stable of Bethlehem in order to make it a house of
God; since when he built this [house of God], he assigned for the
purpose the very stable of his house. And this is not exaggeration or
imagining what happened. It. is a well-known public and manifest
truth, and so much so that the Father Preacher Fray Joseph Paez
says once and many times and swears in verbo sacerdotis that on
repeated occasions he has tied his horse to the manger of this stable,
.and that afterward he saw it made into a chapel. I do not understand
the reason why this was done. I shall only say, because this was public
and well knowri, that divine worship was continued with less decency
and reverence every day until its final destruction. . . . These were
the beginnings of this foundation and spiritual marriage, which lasted
nineteen years up to the past year of 1749. During this time this
parochial bride had seven-I do not know whether they were 'provisional priests, chaplains, or missionaries-but let us catl them spouses.
I do not wish to name them lest their names ring all the way there
from this paper, since it is necessary for me. (in order to vindicate
our honor against our visitor [Ornedal], who takes it from us, being
silent about our services and publishing calumnies against us) to state
that all these seven spouses lived so divorced from the bride that,
young as she was, they left her alone and lived in EI Paso del Norte.
.Because of these absences, the Franciscan religious were, and always
were, and during all this time, the ones who dried the tears of her
solitudes, illnesses, and spiritual needs, bringing the bread that her
children begged for and needed, to distribute it with full hands and
palms open, as is well known and everyone knows. It now happened
that during a great pestilence which occurred, when no one in our
missions had died without confession, in the curacy of Las Caldas
many died without the sacraments, and many more would have died
if they had not resorted to summoning the Minor physicians. Such
was the progress of this marriage, during which all the husbands
were temporary. The reasons why they were not proprietary can now
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be inferred. But what were the means? Or rather, I shall say, what
the ends? Among the many sorrows which this parish suffered, there
was one in the year 1745 which came so close to the quick, or rather,
I shall say, to the death, that, when all the Indians rose in revolt,
it was almost on the point of coming to an end once and for all. At
this time B. L. don Francisco Pedro Romano died. The captain of
EI Paso wrote me a letter, begging me to do him the favor of bringing every spiritual nourishment to that parish, which had now been
reduced. I was happy to grant it, and it was served, cared for, indoctrinated, and administered with all care for seven months, from July
of the said year to February 1746. Then another. new secular priest
came. And what were the ends? Such that in the year 1749, when
the Indians rebelled completely and simultaneously, the marriage was
dissolved and without remedy, the pueblo was destroyed, the farm
was laid waste, everything being reduced to ashes, lamentations, tears,
and, ,what is worst, the perdition of very many souls. All outcries
which reached and will go up to penetrate the heavens, from whence
alone the remedy can be hoped for.
And were these the ardors of the curacy? This the solicitude of
the priests? These their efforts on behalf of their bride? And this
the famous marriage? Yes, such they were. And the most comic aspect
is that even when it has all come to an end, the father secular priest
who was the last of the seven is still called provisional priest of Las
Caldas. It would be better to say of the Not Caldas. And the title
of provisional priests was truly due us, with obvious truth, all those
nineteen years, because of our constant presence, service, and administration of this parish, not as intruders, but by request; not as parish
priests, but because we are shepherds; not for profit, but for charity;
not with envy or vanity, but with compassion and zeal; not vengeful,
but meek, kind, and affable. Let these very fathers say so; let the
whole territory say so; let the governors and the magistrates of EI
Paso say so; if they will. And if they will not, this sequel, written
to the vice-custos by the alcalde mayor of EI Paso will tell something.
And although this and the letter cited above prove some of what I
have said, it suffices that God, for Whom it has been done, knows
it all. . . .

Book Reviews
The Mexican Venture: From Political to Industrial Revolution in Mexico. By Tomme Clark Call. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1953. Pp. xii, 273. $4.50.
Mr. Call obviously enjoyed his year's leave of absence
from his post as Associate Editor of the San Antonio
(Texas) Express and Evening News while he studied and
travelled some 12,000 miles through the Mexican scene on a
Reid Foundation fellowship. The product of his year's activity is this volume. Its style is free-flowing and, at times,
almost impressionistic as the author describes the kaleidoscope that is Mexico.
The reader, however, soon becomes aware that Mr. Call
has not produced another travelogue. He is fundamentally
concerned with the astonishing new social and industrial
developments of our southern neighbor. He devotes whole
chapters to detailing economic and social, commercial and
agricultural changes of the past decade. A population growth
of approximately double the rate of that of the United States
causes him to endorse apparently the idea that Mexico must
prepare to enjoy--or suffer from--":'a population that may be
expected to reach fifty to sixty millions of people by the end
of the twentieth century. To meet such rapidly expanding
needs he agrees that government stimulation and control of
industry is inevitable in view of what has already been done
and of existing conditions. His conclusion is: "The eggs cannot be unscrambled at this late date, but certainly the omelet
can be improved" (p. 132).
Petroleum production is one of the interesting factors in
the present situation. After nationalization of the industry
production fell to 33 million barrels, its lowest point, in 1932.
It rose to 59 million barrels in 1948, and to approximately 80
million barrels in 1951. Even more striking is the fact that
gasoline consumption in Mexico itself rose 285% from 1937
to 1950 (pp. 63-64). In other words, the quantity sold
abroad actually declined while the rapidly rising production
was being used for the welfare and development of the nation itself. The condition of government finances is· set forth
319
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(pp. 124-131), and the new program for the encouragement
of foreign investments is explained with some care (pp.219226). Yet, in spite of his interest in industrialization the
author realizes that the people of Mexico are fundamentally
a rural folk. He points out that much real progress will have
to be made in the realm of agriculture (with its background
of village ownership of land through the ejidal system) if
a rounded economy is to be established.
. The author is keenly aware of the contradictions with
which he is dealing. In spite of a mixed heritage, ineffective
communications and tragic misgovernment for many years,
he has an abiding confidence in the continued progress and
development of the people concerned. For instance, serious
inflation (pp. 112-114) and tragically low teachers' salaries
have not blocked an astonishing school construction program
(pp. 146-148). Labor unions have become a definite part of
the national life and have settled down from an experimental
period to a fairly steady program on behalf of the nation's
workers. These and other experiments and activities he feels
have resulted in a practicing democracy that enjoys a reasonable freedom of expression for the press and of elections
in which popular wishes may be expressed in spite of a oneparty control of affairs (chapter 11).
As a professional historian the reviewer must record
that this volume is not history (the sections on history and
the formation of foreign policy are so brief and the statements made are so sweeping that a number of them will
cause the historian qualms)-but it is the stuff with which
historians work. :The reviewer's own jottings while reading
Mr. Call's book include the following: Well written; Sweeping historical statements and guesses which are shrewd and
usually correct; The author loves Mexico and genuinely appreciates its people and problems; Has worked hard on his
statistics and uses them effectively; Has visited much of the
country and skillfully interprets what he has seen. In brief,
---this--is-a -first class-interpretation-of-Mexico-for- the- period
1940-1950. The general reader will enjoy it and the student
should use it.
University of South Carolina
W. H. CALLCOTT

CONSTITUTION
OF THE

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
(As amended Nov. 25; 1941)
Article 1. Name.
of New Mexico.

This Society shall be called the Historical Society

Article 2. Objects and Operation. The objects of the Society shall
be, in general, the promotion of historical studies; and in particular,
the discovery, collection, preservation, and publication of historical
material especially such as relates to New Mexico. '
Article 3. Membership. The Society shall consist of Members; Fellows, Life Members and Honorary Life Members.
(a) Members. Persons recommended by the Executive Council
and elected by the Society may become members.
(b) Fellows. Members who' show,' by published work, special
aptitude for historical investigation may become Fellows. ,Immediately following the adoption of this Constitution, the Executive
Council shall elect five Fellows, and the body thus created may thereafter ~lectadditional Fellows on the nomination of the Executive
Council. Th~ number of Fellows shall never exceed'twenty-five.
(c) Life Members. In addition to life members of the Historical
Society of New Mexico at the date of the adoption hereof, such other
benefactors of the Society as shall pay into its treasury at one time
the sum of fifty dollars, or shall present to the Society an equivalent
in books, manuscripts,. portraits, '01' other acceptable material of an
historic nature, may upon recommendation by the Executive Council
imd election by the Society, be classed as Life Members.
(d) Honorary Life Members. Persons who have rendered eminent service to New Mexico and others who have, by published work,
contributed to the historical literature of New Mexico or the Southwest, may become Honorary Life Members upon being recommended
by the Executive Council and elected by the Society.
'Article 4. Officers. The elective officers of the Society shall be a
president, a vice-president, a corresponding secretary, a treasurer, and
a recording secretary; and these five officers shall constitute the
Executive Council with full administrative powers.
Officers shall qualify on January 1st following ,their election, and
shall hold office for the term of two years and until their successors
shall have been elected and qualified.
.
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Article 5. Elections. At the October meeting of each odd-numbered
year, a nominating committee shall be mimed by the president of the
Society and such committee shall make its report to the Society at
the Novemb.er meeting. Nominations may be made from the floor
and the Society shall, in open meeting, proceed to elect its officers by
. ballot, those nominees receiving a majority of the votes cast for the
respective offices to be declared elected.
Article 9. Dues. Dues shall be $3.00 for each calendar year, and
shall entitle members to receive bulletins as published and also the
Historical Review.
Article 7. Publications. All publications of the Society and the selection and editing of matter for publication shall be under the direction
and control of the Executive Council.
Article 8. Meetings. Monthly meetings of the Society shall be held
at the rooms of the. Society on the third. Tuesday of each month at
eight P. M. The Executive. Council shall meet at any time upon call
of the President or of three ~f its members.
Article 9. Quorums. Seven .members of the Society and three members of the Executive Council, shall constitute quorums.
Article 10. Amendments. Amendments to this constitution shall become operative after being recommended by the Executive Council
and approved by two-thirds of the members present and voting at
any regular monthly meeting; provided, that notice of the proposed
amendments shall have been given at a regular meeting of the Society,
at least four weeks prior to ·the meeting when such proposed amendment is passed upon by the Society.
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